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An integral part ofthe practice ofJudaism is the beta khah — the blessing — that

always begins with the word barukh, meaning blessed or praised. Blessings

appear throughout the Torah. The first blessing is in Genesis 1:28: “God blessed

them and said to them, ‘Be fruitful and increase in number; fill the earth and

subdue it.” In Deuteronomy 1:27, God promises: “A blessing if you obey the

commandments of the Lord your God which I command you this day.”

In Deuteronomy 8:io, God commands that we give blessings to God: “And you

shall eat and be satisfied, and bless the Eternal your God.”

Blessings are recited as part of the synagogue service and in a wide

variety of activities that are performed on a regular basis at home. Whether

eating or getting dressed in the morning or lighting candles before the Sabbath,

the blessing is a constant reminder ofa Jew’s relationship with God. The person

who says the blessing is speaking directly to God, expressing wonder at how

blessed God is to be the source of all blessings. Thus, blessings infuse Jewish life

with spiritual meaning through the interplay between reciting a fixed text [keia]

and contemplating in words one’s personal intention jkrniana].

On the occasion of the 125th anniversary of the Temple Emanu-El-Beth

Sholom in 2007, Temple hosted two art exhibitions from May 10 to 14 and a

symposium on May 14, each of which embraced the theme of)ewish blessings

under the title “Blessings.” One of the exhibitions was of contemporary artists,

curated by Suzanne Rackover, while the other was of)udaica, curated by Jacqui

Sischy, both graduates of the M.A. programme in Art History at Concordia

University. The speakers at the symposium were Norma Joseph and Norman

Ravvin, Chair of the Concordia Institute for Canadian Jewish Studies and both

professors in Concordia’s Department of Religion, Rabbi Howard Joseph from

the Spanish and Portuguese Synagogue of Montreal, and Rabbi Leigh Lerner

from the Temple Emanu-El-Beth Sholom. Loren Lerner, a professor in

Concordia’s Department of Art History, was the coordinator of the project. This

chapbook is a record of the exhibitions and the symposium; the events and this

publication were a collaborative venture between the Temple and the Concordia

Institute for Canadian Jewish Studies.

The purpose of the two very different exhibitions was to identify the

many places blessings may appear in the visual arts. By examining the form and

function of the art object, the curators sought to encourage the association of

image and sound. The challenge was to reveal how, in less obvious ways, Judaic

ceremonial objects dating back two centuries, on the one hand, and recent works

by Jewish artists, on the other, can capture and visually express the concept of

the blessing. In seeking this objective, the curators hoped to reveal how art can

envision particular invocations that encompass the three basic types of bless

ings: those recited before the enjoyment ofa material pleasure [birkhot ha-na’ahj;

those recited before the performance of a rnitzi.’ah or commandment [birkhot ha

mitzotj; and those recited at special times and events [bitkhot hoda’ah].

In “Blessings: A Contemporary Art Exhibition,” Suzanne Rackover con

siders the interrelation of art and blessing in installations, paintings, sculpture,

prints and drawings by Marcel Braitstein, Rita Briansky, Sorel Cohen, Caroline

Dukes, Devora Neumark, David Silverberg, Sylvia Safdie, Lyndia Terre and

Marion Wagschal. Associating each work with a particular blessing, her premise

is that it is possible to imagine and visually conceive a blessing. Having engaged
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most of the artists in a discussion about the works selected for the exhibition,

Rackover also probed their reaction to this concept. As well, she shows how it is

reasonable to discover a religious connotation in a work of art even when it may

not be immediately discernable.

Rackover’s perspective confronts one of the most difficult questions in

contemporary art: the role of religion. Following the Second World War, artists

and art critics, by emphasizing that art needed to remain free from religious affil

iations, explicitly excluded religion, the subject of most historical art, from mod

ernism. This exhibition convincingly refuted this judgment by demonstrating

how religious meaning can be overtly communicated or subtly implied in the

interpretation of a visual image.

In ‘Blessings: Jewish Ceremonial Objects at the Temple Aron

Museum,” Jacqui Sischy displayed ceremonial objects from the museum’s exten

sive collection housed at the Temple, as well as several objects on loan from

Temple congregants. The objects included candlesticks, Torah crowns, spice tow

ers, kiddush cups, shofars, seder plates and other items. The exhibition referenced

blessings in two ways. First, in a more typical analysis, it explored each object’s

relation to Jewish liturgy as expressed in the synagogue and in rituals practised

at home. What emerged, through observing the varied forms and decorations of

the objects, was the rich texture of Jewish material culture.

The second reference approached Judaica in its entirety as a blessing

that celebrates diversity and survival. Here, Sischy summarizes previous

interviews with Jews who had brought these ceremonial objects with them when

they emigrated from England, Germany, Hungary, Poland and elsewhere. She

interviewed even more people from the Czech Republic, Morocco, and Romania,

including her own family from South Africa. These interviews uncovered living

memories of Canada’s diverse Jewish citizenry. After briefly presenting the Jewish

histories of the countries where the objects originated, Sischy describes the

special connections her interviewees have with the beloved pieces. Communal

and personal blessings combine in this convergence of ceremonial function and

individual significance.

In keeping with the creative spirit of the exhibitions, the symposium

proceeded with an expansive investigation of Jewish blessings. Rabbi Howard

Joseph’s text, “Blessings for Life and Death,” focuses on the spiritual meaning of

birkhot ha-na’ah, blessings for fruit, vegetables, wine, water and other drinks.

In a fascinating linking of Leonard Cohen’s song “Anthem” with this type of

blessing, Joseph explains the reasons for saying thank you to God for things we

enjoy in life. That this should occur even when eating and drinking during the

Shiiiah days of mourning indicates the strong relationship between body and

soul in Jewish teachings. Ending with a poem he wrote that communicates this

theme, Joseph demonstrates the moving power of the blessing and how it can

encompass poetry and personal prayer.

In “Food for the Body and Soul: Women’s Blessings,” Norma Joseph

provides another perspective on the blessings for food. Instead of investigating

the blessings, rituals and ceremonies associated with eating, she looks at

something that has been largely ignored: the importance of the woman in the

Jewish household as the one who prepares the food. In her poignant analysis,

Joseph provides three examples of how the food a woman prepares is in itself a
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spiritual blessing: as Chesed, acts of kindness, mercy and compassion in a time

of need; in tekhines, women’s prayers about cooking and family life; and as

a source of healing in the Miklat cookbook written by women in women’s

shelters in Israel.

“More Reason to Give Thanks” by Rabbi Leigh Cerner explains how the

Reform approach to Judaism encourages the revision of the prayer book to make

blessings more meaningful for contemporary Jews. In light of the new prayer

book recently published by the Reform Movement, Lerner explains that the

rationale for modifying blessings and creating new ones is to cultivate blessings

that are more understandable, relevant and appealing. Beginning with the first

revision of the Reform prayer book in 1820, Lerner reviews examples of rabbini

cal reasoning for and against these changes in terms of the Torah, traditional law

and social developments. In a discussion of the Reform Movement’s involve

ment in feminist concerns and interest in promoting new women’s blessings,

Lerner explains the concerns that arose when the names Sarah, Rebecca, Leah

and Rachel were added to the Aot prayer. One of the nineteen blessings of

the Shernoneh Esrei, the Avot, is the central prayer of the synagogue liturgy. It

praises God by referring to Jewish forebears, each of whom came to recognize

God individually.

In “Kaddish in Literature,” Norman Ravvin delves into a very different

prayer of praise that is recited at the daily prayer service as well as at funerals.

The mourner’s Kaddish is intended to provide comfort by emphasizing the

greatness and sanctification of God even when facing the death of a loved one.

Ravvin examines literary writings of the past sixty years where the Kaddish is a

pivotal focus. He compares A.M. Klein’s The Second Scroll (1951), Mordecai

Richler’s Son ofa Smaller Hero (1955), Allen Ginsberg’s “Kaddish” poem (1961)

and André Schwartz-Bart’s The Last of the just (1959) to reveal diverse reactions

to the Koddish and bereavement. In addition, Ravvin posits the reasons why

some authors, like I.B. Singer and Philip Roth, appear to purposefully resist

mentioning the Kaddish when discussing death.

Blessings are powerful, sincere and uniquely inspiring in expressing

thankfulness and a steadfast engagement with God. On behalf of the contribu

tors to this chapbook, we invite you, the reader, to explore by way of text and

image the blessings of the Jewish faith and how these prayers have been

represented in Judaic objects, contemporary art, literature and religion.
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Suzanne Rackover

BLESSINGS: A CONTEMPORARY ART EXHIBITION

FIG.1

Marcel Braitstein Generotions, n.d. fiberglass, 20.3 x 53.3 cm. Courtesy of the artist.
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The role of berakhot, blessings in Jewish life, culture and theology is profound

and manifold. The exhibition Blessings” explored the varied and often

surprising realm of Jewish blessings.

There are blessings that one recites upon seeing strange-looking

people or animals, an assembly of 600,ooo Jews, or a rainbow. Often, though,

when no one blessing is applicable we are simply able to express our thankfulness

and regard ourselves as blessed. In Genesis 1:28 God bestows a blessing asking

mankind to be fruitful and multiply and rule over all living things.

In Deuteronomy 8:lo, the Rabbis of the Talmud find a source for the injunctions

to bless before and after eating and to give thanks for the land of Israel: And you

shall eat, and become satisfied, and bless the Eternal your God over the good land

that God has given you.” The approach of this exhibition was to bring together a

group of contemporary Canadian Jewish artists in service of the

community and explore the way in which Jewish blessings can be either seen in or

applied to their work.

Instead of simply presenting works that rigidly fit into the theme of

blessings, many works were selected that when initially viewed did not readily

address the theme. In conversations with the artists, each was asked to posit a

possible blessing to be matched with their work, or a blessing was suggested to

the artist. In ome cases the artist saw this interpretation of their work within the

context of blessings as an interesting new perspective. The following essay gives

a specific interpretation of the works. As visitors viewed the exhibition they were

encouraged to think of alternative blessings or interpretations that may be appli

cable to the work or reflect upon the general or specific ways in which their lives

had been blessed. We encourage you to do the same as you read this text.

The relief sculpture Generations (FIG.1) is part of the series titled Fossiles

by Belgian-born, Montreal artist Marcel Braitstein. A facial impression of the

artist’s daughter, this piece is unusual within the context of the entire series.

Most of the Fossiles are inanimate objects such as gas masks or telephones,

insects, or fragments of human forms such as fingers or the soles of feet. For

Generations Braitstein has cast an entire human face. Although the face is frac

tured like many of the objects in his Fossiles series, there is also a calm, peaceful

‘and restful look on the girl’s face, which is quite different from the frightening

and fragmented images Braitstein normally presents. He has integrated the

motif of insects found throughout the series. His use of insects, within the

context of Generations, brings to mind the Torah passage Genesis 1:28, and the

first commandment in the Torah, be fruitful and multiply.” The image of

Braitstein’s daughter, his offspring, coupled with insects, which rapidly multiply,

reflects this divine injunction.

Braitstein has explained that all the Fossiles are an attempt to evoke a

lost civilization, frozen in time, similar to Pompeii. In this case, however, one can

say that the series is influenced by Braitstein’s experiences during World War II,

hiding with a Protestant family in Belgium. The artist describes in his account of

that time, Fhie to Ten: Story of a Hidden Child, a traumatic experience during the

war when he was forced to leave his family to live with strangers.’ Perhaps his

Fossiles are a remembrance of this sad time of separation from his family, more
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FIG. 2

Rita Briansky Sentinel, 1987, oil on canvas, 122 x 183cm. Courtesy of the artist.
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than a recollection ofthe lost civilization of the Jews. In spite ofthe lingering sad

ness expressed in the series, the artist says he feels “blessed to be here and to

have survived World War II, when millions didn’t” and “blessed to do something

he enjoys, to be creative.”2

The last in a series of works inspired by Rita Briansky’s first trip to

Israel in 1986, the diptych Sentinel (FIC.2) is a view of the Israeli desert. This

image, dominated by the sandy hills, with only a touch of blue sky at the top,

encapsulates the artist’s sense of being overwhelmed by the hills in the desert.

Briansky was amazed by the overnight transformation of this landscape when a

December rain shower transformed the hills from barren and sandy to blooming

and vibrant. In viewing this landscape she became acutely aware of the Biblical

history of its location. Briansky chose to depict the landscape unpeopled,

evoking the spiritual presence of the biblical-historical figures rather than the

physical presence of the contemporary population3 She explained that this

scene reminded her of the poem “The Burial of Moses” by Cecil Francis

Alexander (1812—1895), which she was required to memorize in school:

By Nebo’s lonely mountain,

On this side Jordan’s wave,

In a vale in the land of Moab,

There lies a lonely grave;

But no man dug that sepulchre,

And no man saw it e’er;

For the angels of God upturned the sod,

And laid the dead man there.

Briansky’s visit to Israel, the artist’s first, and the experience of seeing the desert

change overnight brings to mind the Shehecheanu blessing. While we typically

recite the Shehecheyanu at the start of holidays and festivals or on special

occasions, it was also introduced into the canon of blessings to offer thanks for

new and unusual experiences: “Blessed are You, our God, Creator of time and

space, who has supported us, protected us, and brought us to this moment.”

Created in the 1970S when second-wave feminism had firmly taken

root, Sorel Cohen’s 1977 photomontage Ce rite matinal (The morning ritual)

(FIc.3) is inspired by feminist-artist Judy Chicago’s suggestion to women to make

art from their life experiences. Cohen photographed herself performing the daily

ritual of making one’s bed. This piece is a pivotal work in Cohen’s artistic

production, being one of her first experiences with photography as a medium.

The artist explains that at the time she was becoming increasingly dissatisfied

with the technique of painting and decided to explore the potential of photogra

phy. In order to retain the visual effect of painting, Cohen used a slow shutter

speed to give the work a painterly effect. The technique was “a way to transform

an ordinary, banal, everyday activity into an aesthetic form and look at it differ

ently.”4 Ce rite matinal imbues with meaning an obligatory daily activity.

For Cohen, in addition to being a response to the limitations of painting, this

piece is also a reaction to the domination of the patriarchy. Cohen acts as both

model and artist breaking with the centuries-long dominant tradition of the male

artist gazing upon the female model.
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FIG. 3

Sorel Cohen, Le rite matinal, 1977, colour photograph, 89 x 94 cm.

Courtesy of the artist.
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FIG. 4

Sorel Cohen, Image from Made Ash, Series 2, 2000-2002, inkjet prints on rag paper,

12 prints 76.2 x ioi.6 cm overall.

© Sorel Cohen Made Ash, series 2, 2000/2002, courtesy Galerie Donald Browne.
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FIG.

Caroline Dukes, The Drearn:Jacob’s Ladder, 1999, acrylic, earth, gel, Xerox paper, 305X 191 cm.

Courtesy of the Caroline Dukes Artwork Trust.
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Considered in terms of blessings Le rite matinal mirrors the purpose

behind many blessings, which are recited either before or after ‘banal” activities

such as eating (“Blessed are You, Eternal our God, Ruler of the Universe, Who

brings forth bread from the earth”), rising in the morning (“I thank You, God,

Eternal One, for lovingly restoring my soul to me filled with Your eternal trust”)

or washing one’s hands (“Blessed are You, Eternal our God, Ruler of the

Universe, who sanctifies us with commandments, and commands us concern

ing washing of hands”). However, this work most closely evokes the Modeh Ani,

a blessing one recites immediately upon waking in the morning, which thanks

God for restoring one’s soul. The Modeh Ani is a unique blessing in the canon of

Jewish blessings as it is recited immediately upon rising, prior to even washing

one’s hands (a practice that is necessary before saying all other prayers). The

belief is that our souls rise up to God for safekeeping while we sleep and the pur

pose of the Modeh Ani is to thank God for returning our souls when we awaken.

The second work in the exhibition by Cohen is part ofan ongoing series

inspired by Paul Celan’s poem “Todesfuge” (1947). Made Ash, Series 2 (FIc.4)

is a group of twelve photographic prints made from photos of pre-World War II

wooden synagogues from rural Poland. Cohen explains that she was inspired by

the images because her parents and grandparents lived in Poland. Prior to the

war the artist’s family may have gathered under the roof of one of these build

ings for daily or Sabbath prayer. Beyond the ancestral associations Cohen

describes how she was fascinated by the unusual architecture, which she

describes as “imaginary vernacular architecture ... partly pagoda-like and partly

American barn.”5

The significance of this work is apparent when one considers that

World War II brought about the destruction of most of the Polish-jewish popula

tion (including many of Cohen’s ancestors). The title Made Ash, Series 2 is particu

larly relevant as all the featured synagogues were literally burned to the ground,

made into ashes. The viewing of this work can be an occasion to recite a bless

ing that emphasizes the spiritual despite the material destruction of the syna

gogue: “Blessed are You, Adonai, our God, Ruler ofthe Universe, the true Judge.”

We can also see it as an opportunity to recite the Kaddish, a prayer for the dead,

which is an expression of community, of support and caring, of a relationship

between us and our ancestors. Kaddish praises God and thereby is an acknowl

edgement of God’s existence. Recited when we are in the depths of despair and

loss, at a time when we might allow depression to overwhelm us, Kaddish is ulti

mately a life-affirming statement.

Borrowing from the Torah passage Genesis 28:11-19, Caroline Dukes’

multimedia painting titled The Dream: Jacob’s Ladder (FIC.5) depicts the ladder

to Heaven envisioned by Jacob while fleeing from his brother Esau. In a brief

artist’s statement written for a Royal Academy of Canada exhibition in 2000,

Dukes explained that her objective was “to do a series of works on the theme

of dreams and visions [in] biblical sources.”6 In his dream Jacob heard God

say “the land on which you lie I will give to you and to your descendants; and

your descendants shall be like the dust of the earth, and you shall spread

abroad to the west and to the east and to the north and to the south; and by

you and your descendants shall all the families of the earth bless themselves”

(Genesis 28: 14-15).
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Fic. 6

Devora Neumark, Harei at muteret, 2000.

10 black and white photographic reproductions in units of variable sizes

and 8 dozen wine goblets, approx. 50.8 x 380 cm (installation detail).

Courtesy of the artist.
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Fic. 7

Sylvia Saldie, Earth Marks, Series VI, no. 3, 1999 (and detail of work).

Earth & linseed oil on mylar, 205.7 5 106.7 cm. Courtesy of the artist.
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FIG. S

David Silverberg, The Prague Haggadah, nd., engraving, 27.9 X 58.4 cm.

From an original coloured engraving by David Silverberg. Courtesy of the artist.
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The stone on which Jacob laid his head on the night of his dream is

often interpreted as being the foundation stone for the first Temple in Jerusalem.

Dukes multiplies the stone into twelve numbered stones to represent the twelve

tribes of Israel; she has also indicated the cardinal points referred to in the bib

lical passage. Upon closer inspection it becomes evident that the twelve stones

not only represent the tribes but are rectangular building stones, foreshadowing

the building of the first Temple.

This work, produced late in Dukes’ life, is evocative of her earlier

Landscape series produced in the 198os, which depicts biblical themes as well as

scenes of Jerusalem and the Holy Land. Dukes stated: “Jerusalem ... I was inter

ested in the archaeological, architectural and spiritual significance ofthe place.”7

In The Dreatn:Jacob’s Ladder, Dukes addresses all these ideas, the stones repre

senting the archaeological ruin and architectural remnant of the Temple that is

the Western Wall, the spiritual centre of the Jewish people.

The impetus behind multidisciplinary artist Devora Neumark’s project

Harel at muteret (FIG.6) was an attempt on the part of the artist to find images in

which women who had experienced divorce could see themselves reflected.

Discovering that there was a lack of divorce imagery, despite the fact that nearly

half of all marriages now end in divorce, Neumark took another approach. She

sought historical images of the Jewish wedding and cocipled them with the

phrase Harei at tnuteret which is uttered by the man during the Jewish divorce

proceeding. It translates as: ‘Herein, now, and with this you are permitted to any

man.” Neumark is questioning both the process of marriage, which is sanc

tioned by the ketubah, a document that she sees as being essentially a purchase

agreement, and the process of divorce in which a man must give his permission

for a woman to move on in her life. Neumark symbolically reverses the process

of marriage as she proclaims Harei at muteret with the words in Hebrew etched

on unbroken wine goblets placed on the blackened picture boxes. She explains

that this work also challenges “the assumption of heterosexual normativity and

insists on creating a cultural holding ground for [myj own experience and the

experience of other women who like [myself] have felt their process to be com

munally invisible.”6

For Neumark the work is intended to ask questions rather than answer

them. She asks: “What are the fates of these women?”9 The lack of imagery on

the subject of divorce is reflective of the shame that still surrounds divorce, in

spite of its pervasiveness. Finally, the artist asks “What does it serve and who

does it serve to continue to hide this?”1°

Born in Aley, Lebanon, Montreal artist Sylvia Safdie has explored a mul

titude of themes in her artistic production. The artist’s two works in the exhibi

tion are part of the Earth Notes series which, first and foremost, according to

Safdie, explores the human gesture. The works are also about earth and transfor

mation and life coming from the earth and returning to it, dust to dust. Safdie

explains that the process of creating these works was almost like automatic writ

ing. “What fascinated me was that from a distance you didn’t know what it was,

it could be anything, flies or just marks but then as you came close [the figures

revealed themselves.”11 The use of earth (mixed with the linseed oil) to create

the human form and human gestures serves as a metaphor: “We come from

earth, we return to earth, earth is our material.”12
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Fic. 9

Lyndia Terre, Blessing Series, nd., oil on canvas, 8 images, 45.7 x 45.7 cm each.

Rocking Chair, Healed, RedJumper, Tamarack and Red Horse, Chandelier, Yellow Birds,

Menorah, Torah Scroll (left to right). Courtesy of the artist.
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Earth Notes, Series II no. 10 and Earth Marks, Series VI no. 3 (FIc.7) are

both executed on Mylar with pigments that Safdie created herself using linseed

oil and earth samples she collected from around the globe. Both images are

densely populated with human figures. From afar the figures give the impression

of simply being rough marks on the Mylar, but up close each mark is a clearly

delineated human form. Yet, the forms do not seem to relate to one another;

each is depicted in isolation, one never reacting to or interacting with its neigh

bour.73 As a people, Jews have often been nomads, from the wandering in the

desert for forty years to a quest for a homeland only realized in the past century.

Millions of Jews still live in the Diaspora, scattered across the globe. The sense

of isolation, depicted by Safdie aptly represents the Jewish experience. The

Jewish canon of blessings gives one hope that this isolation will not persist indef

initely as amongst the many blessings there is one which is to be recited on wit

nessing an assembly of 6oo,000 or more Jews: “Blessed are you, Adonai, our

God, King of the Universe, Knower of secrets.”

While relating a specific blessing to these works was an impossible

idea for Safdie, she does believe that: “As individuals we have been blessed with

creativity [and] we have been blessed with leaving marks, whether in words,

whether in art, whether through gestures of our body.... The blessing is what we

can communicate and the other person responds to it. We are here in the world

to share.... These works are to be shared and that is a blessing.”14

The “Blessings” exhibition presented three works by noted printmaker

David Silverberg: The Prague Haggadah (ric.8), Esther’s Megillah and Daiiid and

Solomon. Silverberg’s art on Jewish subjects is what he describes as tithing. He

ensures that twenty percent of all the work he produces relates to his Jewish her

itage. Of great interest to Silverberg is both the evolution of the Hebrew script

and the prohibitive commandment: “You shall not make for yourself an idol.”

Through extensive travel (Silverberg has been to 86 countries) and many schol

arly discussions with great rabbinical minds the artist has developed a style typ

ified in these images.15

The inspiration behind The Prague Haggadah was the Central Jewish

Museum established in Prague in 1942 by the Nazis. The museum became a

repository for artifacts confiscated by the Nazis from Jewish communities and

synagogues. The original inspiration for the museum however came from a

group of Judaica experts who wished to save the material objects of Jewish her

itage. The title of the work is derived from the famous Prague Haggadah, which

was the first Passover haggadah to be printed in Central Europe after the expul

sion of the Jews from Spain in 1492 and is the earliest illustrated haggadah to be

preserved in its entirety.

This print shows three Torah scribes, set against the backdrop of the

museum. Objects and books fill the shelves, saved and preserved from the Nazi

terror. Silverberg explains that for him these scribes, charged with the task of

expertly inscribing all manner of sacred texts, represent the Jewish artist, a tradition

with which he strongly identifies.

Esther’s Megillah is part of a large series of prints ofJewish ritual objects.

The Megillah is of particular interest to Silverberg because for him it is a mysteri

ous object. The root of the name Esther is seter, meaning mystery. Further, the lan

guage and structure of the Megillah often implies many things but rarely explains

BLESSINGS



Fic. 10

Marion Wagschal, Inner Estates, 2006, mixed media on paper

3 images 81.2 a 64.7 cm each.

Male figure 63.5 a 54.6 cm. Family snapshot 76.2 x 66 cm.
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them, in particular a possible royal lineage for Mordecai. This is particularly apt as

Purim, the festival on which we read the Megillah, is often called the holiday of the

hidden miracle in that God’s miraculous intercession to save the Jewish people

was more mysterious or less obvious than the miracles that had been performed

in the past. Silverberg also explains that the Megillah as an object is a great source

of inspiration as, in spite of the prohibition of making graven images, they were

often illustrated, demonstrating for the artist the irrepressible urge to create.16

The third work by Silverberg that was featured in the exhibition is osten

sibly an image of two kings of Israel, but one must also consider this as an image

ofa father and son, David and Solomon. Created as a card for a young man’s bar

mitzvah the picture expresses the bond that is present and strengthened between

father and son, as a boy goes through the ritual of becoming a man.

In Chronicles 28:10 we read David’s words to his son Solomon: “Take

heed now; for Adonai hath chosen thee to build a house for the sanctuary; be

strong, and do it.” Here David is conferring responsibility upon his son

Solomon, much like the bar and bat mitzvah marks a time of new obligations and

responsibilities for young Jews. A blessing, recited at the bar and bat mitzvah is

both appropriate to the story of David and Solomon and inspirational for children

passing into adulthood. It reads in part: “May you live to see your world fulfilled;

May you be our link to future worlds, and may your hope encompass all the

generations to be

For many years the work of Lyndia Terre has focussed on “feminist Judaic

spirituality.”17 Her Blessing Series (FIc.g) of 2006 is a continuation of that theme as

well as an exploration of various religious and personal experiences. The inspiration

for this series is a “Book of Blessings” the artist received as a child. Belonging to her

grandfather’s wife, this thin book with a white cover embossed with gold letters,

came in and out of the artist’s life through various circumstances, mostly as a result

of her moving from place to place. Her rediscovery of the book several years ago

moved her to consider the subject of blessings. Terre explains, “These individual

paintings are a collection of life’s blessings ... the good experiences and the bad.18

The paintings reflect the personal experiences ofthe artist. Terre explains

how the individual images carry a different meaning or blessing: “Blessing that my

friend survived breast cancer. Blessed that I had found places to paint. Grateful to

have visions of nature around me. Blessed that I was able to see different sides of

my Jewish heritage. Lighting the Chanukah menorah. The blessing of just being

allowed to age. The prayers said upon hearing that someone has died.”19 Some of

the blessings are literal Jewish blessings, such as the lighting ofthe menorah, while

others are personal sentiments of gratefulness, such as a self-portrait where the

artist has depicted herself surrounded by her art.

Terre discusses how these works were partly inspired by her friend who

had survived breast cancer. Viewing that survival as a blessing, Terre has depicted

a woman without breasts holding two musical instruments. Through the woman’s

missing breasts we see a desert landscape, perhaps symbolic ofthe barrenness felt

by women who have lost their breasts to cancer. Nevertheless, the woman is also

protected by a threshold, a roof covering her head and doorposts which depict fruit

filled trees and above the roof the sun is rising, all symbols of hope and survival

and beginning anew. Terre’s series leads us to reflect on the idea that blessings are

not only those that are prescribed to us in scripture; rather, they are about everyday

experiences both ordinary and extraordinary.
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Marion Wagschal suggests that her 2006 series Inner Estates (FIG.lo)

draws on a variety of artistic traditions, from the Roman portrait bust to the mod

ern day snapshot. These five images question subjectivity, history and the inherit

ing of family traditions. The word estate refers to both a physical property that one

may inherit (willingly or not) and a subjectivity we may inherit, again willingly or

not. Wagschal explains, tradition and prayer can be liberating and enclosing,” in

that prayer can create “inner power” but can also be oppressive. “Prayer is some

thing that is at once received [through our family traditions and history] but prayer

is a subjective experience, it is an inner dialogue.”20

In these drawings we have two central characters. The man, initially

depicted as a heroic figure eventually ends up the fallen man. The intervening

images show him humanized. He occupies the space of the quintessential male

but he is also distressed by the position that he is required to occupy. The female

figure, while contemplative and peaceful in her portrait, becomes a fallen woman

in the family snapshot. She is naked and void of all inhibitions, breaking loose from

the constraints placed upon her by family obligation and tradition. The portraits

also have a meditative quality to them, especially the female figure; the figures each

inhabit interior worlds and are in melancholic states.

Despite this somewhat grim interpretation offamily life and tradition, the

artist explains that there is a glimmer of hope. Paraphrasing Victor Frankl, a con

centration camp survivor, in his text The Wilito Meaning (1969), Wagschal explains:

“The blessing is that ... even in the worst of circumstances [one] can still interpret

reality, you still have the freedom of your thoughts .. you can’t be totally forced to

give up how you interpret, even in a place of total control.”2’

CONCLUSION
In general, the approach when selecting pieces for this exhibition was to find works

by Canadian Jewish artists that addressed the idea of the Jewish blessing. Our

intention was to find works that were positive in nature and literal vis-à-vis the

theme. What was found, however, was something quite different. The work of Rita

Briansky, Caroline Dukes, Devora Neumark, David Silverberg and Lyndia Terre is

strongly tied to their Jewish heritage. Each explores a different facet ofthat heritage

in a unique manner. In some cases, such as the work of Marcel Braitstein, Sorel

Cohen (Le rite matinal), Sylvia Safdie and Marion Wagschal, from the perspective

of the artist, the work contains no Jewish content at all.

At the same time, there are intersections between the artists. Safdie’s use

of earth as a medium and Briansky’s desert landscape both recall the significance

of earth and land, in particular the Jewish homeland. Braitstein’s Generations and

Silverberg’s Daiiid and Solomon both reference the bond of parent and child. Sorel

Cohen, Devora Neumark, Sylvia Safdie and Lyndia Terre each address the feminist

perspective in their work. Caroline Dukes’ and Marcel Braitstein’s works are both

influenced by quotations of specific passages in the Torah, the former explicitly, the

latter less so.

Finally, this exhibition investigated the presence ofJewish blessings with

in contemporary art. Art is often an exploration of the artist’s subjectivity. While

they may be expressing universal concerns, artists are ultimately presenting that

which is personally significant. Blessings act in a similar way. Although Jewish

blessings are universal, in the end they are also subjective because as individuals

each one of us is speaking to God, expressing the blessedness of God.

—
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Jacqui Sischy

BLESSINGS: JEWISH CEREMONIAL OBJECTS

AT THE TEMPLE ARON MUSEUM

The “Blessings” exhibition held at the Temple Aron Museum (FIG. i) at Temple

Emanu-El-Beth Sholom, Canada’s first museum of Jewish ceremonial objects,

provided an opportunity for museum visitors to appreciate the diverse back

grounds of Montreal’s Jewish community. The Temple Aron Museum has been

supported and maintained by the dedication and hard work of the Temple Aron

Museum Committee, which is responsible for its growth and for the promotion

of the museum’s educational efforts.

The “Blessings” exhibition divided the Judaica into twenty-three diverse

geographical locations, emphasizing the objects’ origins. The show presented

two ways of looking at Judaica in the Temple Aton Museum. The first, based on

the material characteristic of the object, and through the lens of traditional

Jewish rituals, explored the Jewish blessings associated with the artifact. The sec

ond approach, emphasized in the accompanying text, viewed these objects as

carriers of personal, social and historical meanings. This text will trace the

socio-historic blessing of the object’s transportation to Canada from elsewhere

and its survival. In exploring the lives of people who have interacted with the

objects, new poignant meanings are attributed to their ritualistic, religious and

aesthetic significances. Often the Judaica were the only remnants the owners had

of their previous homes, which explains the deep emotional affiliations the

objects signify to the owners’ heritage.

The contemporary Canadian Jewish population is made up ofJews who

have immigrated from various parts ofthe world. Before 1760, there were official

ly no Jews in New France. When King Louis XIV made Canada a province of the

Kingdom of France in 1663, he decreed that only Roman Catholics could enter

the colony. Since the 1763 Treaty of Paris ended the Seven Years War, which saw

the British conquest of French Canada, Jews have been an open presence in the

country shaping Canadian culture and identity. Due to the pogroms of Russia in

the i88os, and the continuation of growing anti-Semitism in the early twentieth

century, millions of Jews began to flee areas of Eastern Europe for the West.

Between 1880 and 1930, the Jewish population of Canada grew to over 155,000.

By the outbreak of World War I, there were approximately 100,000 Canadian

Jews, of whom three-quarters lived in Montreal or Toronto. After World War II

Canada liberalized its immigration policy. Roughly 40,000 Holocaust survivors

came during the late 1940s, hoping to rebuild their lives. Post-World War II immi

gration had a major impact on the composition of the Canadian Jewish popula

tion. From 1941 to 1961, the population of Jewish Canadians grew from 170,000

to 260,000. Later in the 1950s, tens of thousands of Jews left French colonial

North Africa, as those countries sought independence. Many of these Jews

moved to Montreal, where their French language helped them quickly adapt.
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Their Sephardic tradition added a new element

to the composition of Canadian Jewry. Today,

the size of the Canadian Jewish community is

estimated to be between 340,000 and 380,000.

The Temple Aron Museum’s original

collection consisted of five objects that belonged

to Josef Aron, a German Jew who immigrated

to Canada from Frankfurt in 1904. In 1953, Rabbi

Stern, Temple Emanu—El-Beth Sholom’s Rabbi at

the time, was so impressed with Aron’s

Chanukah rrienorah, which he had received from

his brother Paul as a gift, asked if he could bor

row it for the Temple’s Chanukah festival. He

subsequently convinced Aron to donate the

menorah to the synagogue and thus to create a

museum. Over the next seven years the museum

acquired more than forty Judaic objects. They

came from three main sources: the Judaica

collection that Josef’s brother Paul had accumu

lated in Germany before the Second World War;

items Josef and other Temple members pur

chased from Sam Borenstein, a Montreal artist

and art dealer who found these objects at

auction houses, (Borenstein’s wife Judith was

Paul Aron’s daughter); and the Jewish Cultural

Reconstruction Commission, whose mandate

following the war was to find homes for Jewish

ceremonial objects that had been stolen by the

Nazis and dispersed throughout Europe. The

objects were crafted mainly by Christian silver

smiths (because Jews could not be members of

the silver guilds). They were commissioned

between the eighteenth and early twentieth

centuries by Jewish individuals or community

representatives for use in religious ceremonies

in synagogues and homes.

The viewing of Judaic ceremonial art

within the public forum began in the late nine

teenth century. Before that time, the collecting

—-: -‘

FIG. 1

Temple Aron Museum located In

Temple Emanu-El-Reth Sholom,
Westmount, QC
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and displaying of Jewish ceremonial art for aes

thetic as well as educational purposes was

unknown. Judaic objects have always been

used in life cycle events, and ceremonies per

formed in the home and the synagogue. The

Temple Aron Museum’s collection can be divid

ed into public and domestic spheres. Some of

the items, such as the Torah crown, finials, and

eertamid (eternal light) are displayed in the syn

agogue, a public, communal environment. Other

objects, such as the Chanukah lamp, the kiddush

cup, and the candlesticks are used in the Jewish

home, to celebrate rituals within a more personal

sphere, with family, and friends. On special loan

for the duration of the “Blessings” exhibit,

Temple members provided Judaica from

Morocco, Tunisia, South Africa, and Egypt, while

explaining their personal stories associated with

the objects. A special thank you is due to Andrea

Korda, whose research for the website Keeping

the Faith: Judaica from the Aron Museum

Community Memories” which provides oral his

tories associated with the Temple Aron

Museum’s collection, was incorporated into the

Blessings” exhibition.

Austrb

The seder plate (rIG. 2) originated in Vienna. It

was donated to the Temple Aron Museum by

Samuel Wechsler, whose grandson Michael

Gertsman remembers the seder ceremonies

with the plate. He recounts: “I especially remem

ber the Passovers that we used to do at his

house, where he would lead the seder, and of

course he would want to do the whole service,

and I remember my grandmother saying: Hurry

up Sam, hurry up Sam, the dinner’s ready.’ And

my poor grandfather would be forced to rush

through the seder ceremony. I remember those

times, they were wonderful.” The upper tray of

this seder plate carries six figurines that hold

dishes for the symbolic Passover foods. One of

the figurines pushes a wheelbarrow where one

would put the charoset, a mixture of apples, wine,

walnuts and cinnamon that represents the mor

tar used by the Hebrew slaves in laying bricks.

The bottom three trays are reserved for the three

pieces of rriatzah, an unleavened bread eaten at

the seder to remember the children of Israel’s

FIG. 2

Seder plate (silver)
Mid-nineteenth century

FIG. 3
Shabbot candlesticks (silver)
i866
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departure from ancient Egypt, as there was not

enough time to let their bread rise, resulting in

matzah (Exodus 12:39).

The Shabbat candlesticks (HG. 3) were

also made in Vienna. They traditionally consisted

of two decorated silver shafts. Two candles are lit

on Shabbat as a reminder of the Torah’s double

command to both remember and observe

Shabbat. Traditionally a blessing is said over the

lighting of the Shabbat candles: ‘Blessed is the

Eternal our God, Ruler of the universe, who hal-

lows us with mitzot, and commands us to kin

dle the lights of Shabbat.”

The Czech Republic (formerly Czechoslovakia)

This haggadah from Prague (Ftc. 4) was given by

Sabine Pinkus, who immigrated to Canada

before the Second World War. It belonged to

Franz Vaksal, at one time a Hebrew teacher in

Europe, who fought in the Czech resistance in

World War II and came to Montreal from Israel

with his second wife Paula, whom he met in a

displaced persons camp. Vaksal lost his first wife

and children in the Holocaust. When he died in

1993 at the age of his friend Harry Mitchell

became his executor. Harry and his wife Rose

befriended the Vaksals, because they had lived

with Harry’s parents on St. Urbain Street when

they first arrived in Montreal. The haggadah,

written in German and Hebrew was among

Vaksal’s possessions. As the Mitchells did not

know German, they gave it to their friend Sabine

Pinkus, who in turn donated it to the Temple

Aron Musuem.

The haggadah tells the story of Passover

and is the most published book of Jewish liturgy.

Retelling the story of Passover is ofgreat signif

icance, and it is highly important that children

learn it. Haggadahs communicate with children

through illustration and song. This haggadah

contains printed pictures depicting an important

part of the Passover story. God parts the water

of the Red Sea in order to allow Moses with the

Jewish people to cross over and escape from the

oncoming Egyptian army. EarTy on in the seUer

ceremony there is a song called “The Four

Questions,” which is traditionally sung by the

youngest child at the table. The four verses in the

song begin with the question: “Why is this night

ti
FIG. 4
Haggadab
1918
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different from all other nights?” The remainder

of the seder is dedicated to answering the ques

tions by explaining the significance of Passover.

Egypt

This tier tamid (tIc. 5) comes from Alexandria.

It is a lamp that burns continuously in front of

and slightly above the Torah ark, symbolizing

eternal deity. Elaine Paperman, who has been a

member of Temple Emanu-El-Beth-Sholom

since her childhood, donated it to the Temple

Aron Museum in 2005.

England

The Torah crown (cc. 6) was gifted to the

FIG. 5 Temple Aron Museum by Mrs. and Mt. Samuel
Ner tamid (silver) Wechsler in memory of Temple member Stuart
Nineteenth century

Gertsman. It was made in the twentieth century

in London, however the tradition of placing a

crown of precious metal on the Torah can be

traced back to tenth century Iraq, where the cus

tom originated. This tradition was carried to

Europe where crowns are used on special occa

sions to decorate the Torah, emphasizing the

respect attributed to the Torah scroll.

The Torah shield (cc. 7), also made in

London in the twentieth century, pays respect to

the Torah through elaborate decoration. The

piece, donated by Mrs. and Mr. Alfred Zion, is

decorated with twelve different coloured stones,

each one representing one of the twelve tribes of

Israel. This process is described in Exodus 28:15:

“Fashion a breastpiece for decision-making....

Then mount four rows of precious stones on it.

In the first row there shall be a ruby, a topaz and

a beryl; in the second row a turquoise, a sap

phire and an emerald; in the third row a jacinth,

an agate and an amethyst; in the fourth row a

chrysolite, an onyx and a jasper. Mount them in

gold filigree settings. There are to be twelve

stones, one for each of the names of the sons of

Israel, each engraved like a seal with the name of

one of the twelve tribes.”

Germany

The Eschenheimer spice tower was owned by

Paul Aron, a resident of Frankfurt am Main until

the mid-193os, when he fled to Palestine with his

wife and youngest daughter Ruth in order to

FIG. 6
Torah crown (silver)
Twentieth century

FIG. 7
Torah shield
(silver set with twelve stones)
Twentieth century
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escape from the Nazis. Paul’s older daughter

Judith Borenstein, already in Montreal by that

time, describes how her father was able to smug

gle most of his Judaica collection out of

Germany: “So he [Paul AronJ had a very large

factory, and he owned a building.... Mr. Baum

was a German, not a Jew. Every week he [Paul

Aron] would say: ‘Mr. Baum, you’re going to

Switzerland today.’ So he would give him one or

two pieces ... and he said: ‘You are going to take

these pieces to my friend.’ He had somebody in

Zurich and he did that for several years. That’s

how he got half of his collection out.... He did

that for several years, without any papers, noth

ing. And then in 1936 he went to Palestine. From

Israel the objects came to Montreal.”

The spice tower (FIG. 8) is one of the

objects used in the Hrn’dalah service, which lit

erally means distinction or separation, and that

is exactly what the ceremony accomplishes:

marking the transition from the holiness of the

Sabbath to the ordinariness of weekdays.

Hai,dalah involves several steps: recitation of

opening verses, a blessing over wine or another

fruit drink, a blessing over fragrant spices, a

blessing over the flame, and a blessing of

Havdalah, the separation of Shabbat and week

day. In Hebrew, the order of the blessings is

remembered by the acronym Ya’neh, which

stands for yayyin (wine), besarnin (spices), net

(candle), and Ha’daIah (the final blessing ofsep

aration). The first three blessings relate to the

enjoyment of the substances with which we glad

den ourselves as the Shabbat leaves. The

Hai,dalah blessing concludes the ceremony:

“Praised are you, Adanal, sovereign of the uni

verse, who distinguishes between the holy and

the profane, between light and darkness...

between the seventh day and the six days of

work. Praised are You, Adonai, who divides holy

from profane.”

This layer and basin (rIG. 9) was in

the home of Paul and Karoline Aron in Frankfurt

am Main. Judith Borenstein remembered her

father’s collection: “My father brought very often

new pieces home ... it was an ongoing collection.

But it wasn’t used as a collection. We used the

pieces.” The practice of having a wash basin in a

home is an ancient Jewish tradition. Bathing is

FIG. S
Spice tower (silver)
Nineteenth century

FIG. 9
Layer and basin (copper)
Nineteenth century
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not only for hygienic purposes in Judaism, but

for ritual purposes. A blessing is recited in con

junction with washing one’s hands. You are to

pour water over your right hand and left hand

once, twice, or three times for each hand,

depending on the tradition of the household,

and recite the following blessing before drying

your hands: “Our God, Ruler of the universe,

lessed are You, God, who has sanctified us

with God’s commandments and has com

manded us to wash hands.” “In their home,”

says Judith “it was used by all of the members

of the household to ritually wash their hands

before the Shabbat meal.” The fish is a symbol

of good luck and fertility in Judaism. It is also

understood to ward off the evil eye. This large

copper fish has a layer coming out of its

mouth. When lifted, water flows out of the

small faucet under the fish’s mouth. The basin,

also of copper, is mounted just below the fish

in order to catch the water.

This large Chanukah candelabrum

HG. io), also known as a Chanukah meviorah,

comes from the Rothschild residence

of Frankfurt am Main. The Rothschild family is

famous for its wealth and philanthropic largesse.

Somehow, the candelabrum ended up in the

home of lgnatz Aron, who later gave the menorah

to his brother Josef. Subsequently, the menorah

was one of the first five objects in the collection

of the Temple Aron Museum, given by Mrs. and

Mr. Josef Aron in memory of Ignatz Aron.

Hungary

The prayer book (nc. 11) was gifted by Therèse

and Jean-Claude Klein, whose family is originally

from Hungary. In 1929 their father moved to

Paris where he met his Hungarian wife. The

Klein family was forced to flee Paris in 1940 in

order to escape from the Nazis. After the war

they returned to Paris. Therèse Klein came to

Montreal in 1967. She explains, “The small

prayer book belonged to my father when he was

still a child in Hungary, in the town of Halmi.

The book was given to his mother by his uncle,

and she gave it to her son, who was four or five

years old at the time. This book followed my

father everywhere, and I cannot even say how

we were able to keep it during the war since we

FIG. 10

Chanukah candelabrum (silver)
Late nineteenth or early-twentieth
century

FIG. 11

Prayer book
Nineteenth century
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left Paris without taking anything with us. I later

rediscovered the book among my mother’s

things, after she had come to live in Montreal.

My brother and I thought that it would be good

to give the book to Temple Emanu-El-Beth

Sholom, to the Temple’s museum.”

The shofar (FIG. 12) is originally from

Yemen. It made its way to Hungary where the

Temple’s former Rabbi Harry Stern found it. A

shofar is made of the hollowed horn of an ani

mal, usually a ram, and it is blown on Rash

Hashanah and Yam Kippur. Shofars are gener

ally beige or black in colour and around one-

and-a-half feet long with a half-spiral at the far

end, though some can be very long, and twist

ed. A shofar is not a musical instrument; the

shofar blower can only control the number,

length and clarity of the notes sounded, not

the key or pitch.

Rosh Hashanah is literally translated as

“head of the year,” and idiomatically refers to

the Jewish New Year. The Torah refers to the day

as “The Day of the Blowing of the Shofar”

(Leviticus 23:24). Yom Kippur, originally known

as the Day of Atonement, is the Jewish day of

repentance, considered to be one of the holiest

and most solemn days of the year. It falls on the

tenth day of the Hebrew month of Tishrei, the

seventh of the religious calendar. To mark the

Day of Atonement, total abstention from food

and drink usually begins a half-an-hour before

sundown (tosefet Yom Kippur) and ends after

nightfall the following day. Yam Kippur comes to

an end with a recitation of Shema Yisrael and the

blowing of the shofar, which marks the conclu

sion of the fast.

The Torah finials (riG. 13) also known

as rimonim, are ornamented with small bells, so

that when the Torah is carried an endearing

chime sound is made, enhancing the respect

paid to the sacred scroll. The rimonim are the

oldest of the Torah ornaments. Rimonim is the

plural for riman, which means pomegranate, the

symbol of fertility and life in much ofthe Eastern

world. According to biblical writing, the pome

granate adorned the robes of the High Priest

(Exodus 28:34). The bells symbolize the tiny

bells sewn into the High Priest’s robe, making a

FIG. 12

Shofar
Twentieth century

FIG. 13

Torah finials (silver)
Nineteenth century

shivering, tinkling sound when he walked past.



Israel

This haggadah (riG. 14) was made in 1940 by

Jewish artist Arthur Szyk. Szyk was born in

Lodz, Poland in 1894. He studied art at the

Académie Julian in Paris, France in 1909, in

Krakow, Poland in 1913, then in Palestine in 1914.

He is famous for his political illustrations, cari

catures and cartoons drawn during World War II,

s well as his illustrations for magazine and

newspaper articles and books. His illustrations

take the form of medieval miniatures and illumi

nated manuscripts, which give them their dis

tinctive style. The first page of this haggadah por

trays a family gathered around the seder table.

We can see many of the essential elements of

the seder ceremony: the plate that holds the sym

bolic foods of Passover, the haggadah and the

glasses of wine.

The kiddush cup (riG. 15) was created at

the Bezalel School of Arts and Crafts in the

192os. Boris Schatz, an artist, founded the

school in 1906. He aimed to unify arts and crafts

and to create an artistic style for the modern

Jewish nation. The name Bezalel recalls the first

Jewish artist whom Moses instructed on the

building of the sacred Tabernacle in the desert.

Today, the school is known as the Bezalel

Academy ofArt and Design, and it still produces

a wide range of objects in many different media.

On Friday nights, a prayer known as the Kiddush

is recited before drinking the wine: ‘Blessed is

the Eternal our God, Ruler of the universe,

Creator of the vine. Blessed is the Eternal our

God, Ruler of the universe, who hallows us with

mitzt.’ot and takes delight in us. In love and

favour You have made Your holy Sabbath our

heritage, as a reminder ofthe work of creation. It

is first among our sacred days, and a remem

brance of the Exodus from Egypt. Oh God, You

have chosen us and set us apart from all the

peoples, and in love and favour have given us

the Sabbath day as a sacred inheritance. Blessed

is the Eternal, for the Sabbath and its holiness.”

Italy

The Chanukah lamp (chanukia) (riG. 16) was gift

ed to the museum by Lola Kahane in memory of

her grandparents Naftali and Fanny Englander.

Chanukah is an eight-day holiday that begins on

FiG. 14

Haggadah
1940

FIG. 15

Kiddush cup (silver)
19205

FiG. 16
Chanukah lamp (brass)
Eighteenth century
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the 25th day of the Hebrew month of KisIet’

(November-December). It is observed in order

to commemorate the re-dedication of the

Temple in 165 BCE. Chanukah is known as the

Festival of Lights. The holiday is celebrated by

the lighting of the chanukia, a type of menorah

which contains eight candle-holders plus a

shamash (master light). The holiday begins with

the lighting of one candle on the first night of

Chariukah. On each subsequent night, an addi

tional candle is lit. Consequently, by the eighth

night of the holiday, the Chanukah lamp is filled

with eight candles plus the shamash. The follow

ing blessings accompany the lighting of the

chanukia: “Blessed are you, Adonal our God, sov

ereign of the universe, who made us holy with

the commandments and commanded us to kin

dle the Charwkah lights.” “Blessed are you,

Adonai our God, sovereign of the universe, who

made miracles for our ancestors and makes mir

acles for us.” The blessings said on the first

night include Blessed are you, Adonal our God,

sovereign of the universe, who has given us life

and sustained us and brought us to this time.”

The ketubah (marriage contract)

(nG. 17) comes from Ancona. It was created for a

wedding that took place there in 1862 just one

year after the city was included in the Kingdom of

Italy and the Jews of Ancona obtained complete

civil rights. Prior to that time the Jews of Ancona

suffered from a long and tumultuous history of

persecution. The ketubah was given to the

Temple Aron Museum by Lee and Irvin

Gertsman to celebrate their fiftieth wedding

anniversary.

This prayer book (FIG. iS) comes from

Livorno. It was given to the museum by Reuben

Ginsberg who received the book as a gift for his

bar mitziiah. Reuben Ginsberg was born in

Cardiff, Wales and his mother came from Cairo,

Egypt. He immigrated to Canada along with his

brother Morris just prior to World War II. They

were the brothers of Anna Aron. Reuben and his

wife Betty collaborated with Josef and Anna

Aron to help contribute to the museum’s growth.

The bar and bat mitzvah marks a young person’s

passage into adulthood. Reuben marked the

occasion by reading from the Torah in the Chapel

of Sir Moses Montefiore. The congregation pre.

FIG. 17

Illuminated ketubah (parchment)
1862

FIG. i8
Prayer book for Shabbat
1866



sented him with this prayer book, which was

most likely used by Montefiore himself, one

of the most famous English Jews of the

nineteenth century. Montefiore was born in

1784 in Livorno, a region that has historically

nurtured an active Jewish population. In 1596,

when the Church expelled all Jews from the

Papal State, the trend of expulsion continued

throughout the Italian states except for Livorno.

Montefiore was one of Europe’s leading

businessmen and philanthropists, and he

used his influence to help oppressed Jewish

communities.

The Meg/hat Esther scroll (FIG. ig)

comes from Budapest, Hungary. It is a repro

duction of a seventeenth century Italian scroll,

which is currently in the collection of the

Budapest Academy of Sciences. Lynn Herzeg, a

Temple member of Hungarian descent, gave

this reproduction to the Temple Aron Museum.

The scroll depicts scenes from the story of

Purim. The Festival of Purini commemorates a

major victory over oppression for Jewish peo

ple, the deliverance from Haman’s plot to anni

hilate all the Jews of the Persian Empire. It is

recounted in the Megihlah, the scroll of the story

of Esther. Purirn is a festive Jewish holiday that

is celebrated with prizes, noisemakers and

costumes.

The Netherlands

This ketubah (marriage contract) (FIG. 20)

comes from Amsterdam. The ketubah, usually

nicely decorated, serves to protect the rights

and interests of the bride in marriage. It

includes personal data about the wedding day,

such as the date, the city and the names of the

bride and groom, and is signed by two witness

es. While Jewish symbols often appear on such

documents, the style and decoration of the

ketubah is frequently influenced by local tastes.

This ketubah displays both a Star of David, a

common symbol of Judaism, and a crown,

which appears repeatedly on objects ofJudaica.

The cupids placed on either side of these cen

tral symbols are clearly not derived from Jewish

tradition, but are associated with love and mar

riage through secular traditions.

FIG. 19

Meg/flat Esther scroll
Reproduction of a seventeenth
century Italian scroll

FIG. 20

Ketubah (parchment)
1867
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Poland

The belt buckle for a kittel (FIG. 21) originates from

Galicia. A kittel, a loose white linen garment, is

the traditional dress of a male worshipper on Yom

Kippur. Since the eighteenth century, and espe

cially in Eastern Europe, it became customary to

wear a belt with a silver buckle over the kittel. The

buckle is usually decorated with the words of a

Yom Kippur prayer: “For on this day shall atone

ment be made for you to cleanse you of all your

sins; you shall be clean before God” (Leviticus

16:30). The prayer is inscribed in the background

of this belt buckle.

The Pidyon haben tray (FIG. 22) is used

in the redemption ceremony of the first-born son.

This mitzt’ah is based on the Torah command

ment, and you shall redeem all the first-born of

man among your sons” (Exodus 13:13). The tradi

tional redemption ceremony involves the father

of the child bringing the first-born to a Kohan, the

priestly member of the Jewish community who

serves the unique distinction of leading the Pidyon

haben ceremony. This includes the father’s recita

tion and response to ritual questions, to indicate

that this is the mother’s first-born son, and that he

has come to redeem him as commanded in the

Torah. This tray was among the first five objects to

form the Temple Aron Museum in 1953. The two

trays were found and secured for Josef Aron by

Sam Borenstein.

This spice tower (FIG. 23) comes from

Krakow. Joseph and Gene Shower emigrated

from Poland to Canada, where their relatives

joined them in Montreal just before World War II.

Their relatives brought along the spice tower,

thereby saving both themselves and the spice

tower from the destruction of the Holocaust.

This tower-shaped box was made to hold the

spices for the Ha’daIah ceremony.

This spice tower (FIG. 24) imitates the

bulbous bell towers of the baroque rural church

es of Bohemia. Spice towers were often designed

in the style of local architecture. This provides us

with a strong example of how Jewish ceremonial

objects were influenced by the tastes of the place

and time in which they were made. There are few

requirements that govern the making of the

spice box, and they have therefore become one

of the most varied forms of Jewish art.

FIG. 22

Pidyon haben tray (silver)
Early twentieth century

FIG. 21

Belt buckle for kiuel (silver)
Late nineteenth century

FIG. 23

Spice tower (silver)
Circa 1860

FIG. 24

Spice tower (silver)
Nineteenth century



The container is a spice box (riG. 25) in

the shape of a miniature book. A gift of Mrs.

Esther Gerstenfeld in memory of her husband

Asher, it was used by her grandfather. Unlike the

two towers, this one was designed to travel. The

portable shape allowed the spices required for

the Havdalah ceremony to be easily transported.

Esther’s mother immigrated to Canada from

,Warsaw in the early l900s. Her grandfather, the

original owner of the spice box, remained in

Poland and was killed in the Battle of Warsaw.

The decisive battle of the Polish-Soviet War

began soon after the end of World War I in 1918

and lasted until the Treaty of Riga (1921).

Romania

The matzah cover (rIG. 26) comes to the Temple

Aron Museum via the Bambiger family. Matzah

is kept in a special case such as this red velvet

cover during the seder ceremony. This cover

bears a Hebrew inscription that reads: Upon

eating of the vnatzah.” A special blessing is said

over the matzah: “Blessed are You, Adonal our

God, Ruler of the universe, Who brings forth

bread from the earth. Blessed are You, Adonal

our God, Ruler of the universe, Who has sancti

fied us with commandments, and has com

manded us concerning the eating of the

matzah.” It was made by the grandmother of

Betty Ginsberg, née Bambiger, who was a cura

tor of the Temple Aron Museum. The Bambiger

family was from Bucharest, Romania. Toba

Bambiger, Betty’s mother, brought her mother’s

matzah cover with her when she immigrated to

Montreal.

On special loan for the “Blessings”

exhibition, Lila Pascal offered her mother’s can

dlesticks (tic. 27). She explains the significance

of the candlesticks: “Some years ago, I inherited

my mother’s candlesticks. They are made of

heavy brass and each holds a single candle.

Perhaps what is most unique about them is that

the Romanian authorities impounded them for

the duration of World War I. I gather the metal

was deemed to be useful towards the war effort.

They were returned, somewhat the worse for

wear, at the war’s end. One of them leans a bit,

as must have many a wounded soldier. I have

never bought silver ones because these were

FIG. 25
Spice container (silver)
Circa 1860

FIG. 26

Matzah cover
1840S

FIG. 27

Impounded in World War I
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much more precious to me than something new

and shiny could aspire to be. My mother was

born in 1903 and she said she knew that they had

belonged to her grandmother and most likely

went back much further than that. We have FiG. 28

Shofor
traced that branch of the family to 1750. My Nineteenth century

mother and her family came to Canada in the

early 192os.”

Russia

This shofar (FIG. 23) was a gift of Giulia and

Emma Tripoli, in memory of their great-great-

grandfather, Moses Greenberg. Moses was born

Scotland ahough his famy came

to America to make his fortune, but his mother
FIG. 29

insisted that he first visit Russia so that he could Shabbot candlesticks (silver)
learn about his heritage. During the trip, he met Nineteenth century

Hannah, his wife-to-be, and brought her back to

Scotland. In i8Si, Moses and Hannah travelled

from Glasgow to Montreal, via Newfoundland,

New Brunswick and Boston. )ust as his parents

had once brought this shofar with them from

their old life in Russia to Scotland, Moses

brought it with him from Scotland to his new

home in Montreal. Isobel Greenberg, who mar

ried one of Moses and Hannah’s grandsons, dis

cusses the significance of the shofar and her

father-in-law’s memories of Moses Greenberg:

‘Moses’s mother had put it [the shofar] away for

him to take as part of his heritage, when he left

for America or for wherever he was going

I think that holding onto the past and bringing

something that had been used by other mem

bers of the family kind of tied them up together

— there probably was another one left in

Glasgow and so they knew that when they were

celebrating the holidays, they were using some

thing that had been used before and would sort

of tie them all together.”

The Shabbat candlesticks (FIG. 29) were

used by the grandmother of Bernard Selvin.

Bernard’s grandparents and parents immigrated

to Montreal from Russia in the late nineteenth

century. The candlesticks were brought over by

his maternal grandmother. His parents met in

Montreal and were married in 1901. Bernard

remembers the candlesticks from his childhood

home, where they were lit every Shabbat.
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The kiddush cup (nc. 30)15 a rare piece

of Russian Judaica dating from 1891. This kid

dush cup is inscribed with the Biblical text:

“Remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy,”

and is also labelled with the Hebrew word shmi

rah, meaning to guard or preserve.

South Africa

On display for the “Blessings” exhibition are

candlesticks fnc. 31) from Ruthie Sischy, my

mother, who received them from her mother

Sally Levin upon her immigration to Toronto

from Johannesburg in 1975. Sally Levin immi

grated to South Africa in the 1920S along with

her mother Freidel. Freidel’s brother left

Lithuania, the birth place ofthe family, earlier on

in the twentieth century to seek more economic

and social stability as a Jew. He first went to

Wales, eventually deciding to immigrate to

South Africa, where a growing Jewish communi

ty existed. When Sally was ten months old, her

father passed away from pneumonia, and

Freidel’s brother sought to bring his sister and

her baby from Lithuania to South Africa, where

he hoped they would have more opportunities.

On the day of Sally’s wedding to Julius Levin —

29 November 1942, in Johannesburg at

Wolmarans Street Synagogue — Freidel’s sec

ond brother Reuben gave Sally a pair of candle

sticks that were bought in Cape Town to mark

the occasion. When Ruthie was leaving for

Toronto with her husband, Dr. Neville Sischy,

Sally handed the young couple the candlesticks

hoping to help her daughter “initiate a new

Jewish home.”

Spain

The haggadah (FIG. 32) was printed in Sarajevo,

Bosnia and Herzegovina by Mladinska Knjiga in

1999, however it is based on an original from

northern Spain made in the second half of the

fourteenth century. It was discovered by an

impoverished school boy in 1894, who found the

haggadah in Sarajevo and subsequently brought it

to a museum to be sold. Today, the original is in

the State Museum of Sarajevo. The haggadah

depicts scenes from the Passover story. In the first

illustration, the Jews are leaving Egypt and the

Egyptians see them off. The next picture shows

FIG. 30

Kiddush cup (silver)
1891

FIG. 31

Shabbat candlesticks

FIG. 32

Sarajevo haggadah (facsimile)
Original from fourteenth century
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Moses pointing his staff to divide the Red Sea.

The third image depicts the crossing of the Red

Sea. Pharaoh has reconsidered his decision to free

his slaves and has sent the Egyptian army afterthe

Jews. In the last illustration, the Jews have crossed

the sea and the women, including Miriam, the sis

ter of Moses and Aaron, are celebrating their

escape by dancing and singing. Miriam, who is

called a Prophetess in Exodus 15:20-21, composed

a victory song after Pharaoh’s army was drowned

in the Red Sea. She has subsequently become a

popular figure among Jewish feminists.

This miniature wooden Torah ark

(FIG. 33), which was used to store a small Torah,

has been traced back to Spain. It is believed that

the previous owners either came from Spain or

spent World War II there before immigrating to

Canada. The ark is adorned with the typical central

design of lions, which surround the Tablets ofthe

Law. The Hebrew letters on the tablets represent

each of the Ten Commandments. The emblem of

the crown and the Hebrew inscription “Crown of

Torah” refer to the kingly nature of the Torah and

the spiritual elevation that one is supposed to

experience while reading the scripture.

Tunisia

For the Blessings’ exhibit, Georges Dyens lent

a chanukia (FIG. 34) that he explains ‘bears a

deep memory in my mind and in my heart. My

father, a pioneer in Tunisia, was a businessman

working for the hydraulic irrigation in order to

make possible the exploitation of the very dry

lands by the farmers. He had a foundry where he

used to cast some tools. One day he bought a

chanukia and made a mould of it and cast it in

aluminum.” Georges explains that he “left

Tunisia for France in the fifties to live there and

brought with me just a few things which

would remind me of emotional memories .

In the late sixties, after the 1968 Students

Revolution, I left France for Montreal and ... the

chanukia followed me

Turkey

The Meglliat Esther (FIG. 35) was gifted by Mrs.

and Mr. Beno Eskenazi, who transported it dur

ing their family’s immigration from çorlu. Beno

immigrated to Montreal in 1947. His parents,

FIG. 33
Torah ark (wood)

FIG. 34
Chanukia

FIG. 35
Megillat Esther HaMelech scroll
Parchment and ivory handle
Mid-nineteenth century
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Albert and Rachel, followed in bringing the

scroll with them. The script has been carefully

planned and executed so that the first word of

every page of text begins with the Hebrew word

HaMelech, meaning the King. Mrs. and Mr.

Arthur Pascal discovered the ivory handled scroll

(FiG. 36) in Turkey while on vacation.

The set of three prayer books (FIG. 37)

was printed in Vienna in 1923 for distribution in

Istanbul. It was given by Albert Eskenazi to his

bride Rachel in 1923, to celebrate their marriage.

The prayers are written in both Hebrew and

Ladino, which is also known as Judeo.Spanish.

Beno explains that the sound of Ladino is simi

lar to Spanish. “We speak Judeo-Spanish. Other

Jews call it Ladino to distinguish between Jewish

and our language — that is, between Yiddish

and our language. We call it Jewish too, but our

Jewish ... we’ll call it Ladino for now, but it’s

Judeo-Spanish. It came with the expulsion from

Spain in 1492 and [the Jews] were welcomed into

Turkey, along with Holland and other countries.”

Yemen

This bridal necklace ft IC. 38) is particular to the

Jews of Yemen, who thrived in the field of arts

and crafts. The jewellery worn by Jewish women

was often elaborate, especially the pieces worn

by a bride. During a Yemenite Jewish wedding,

the bride is bedecked with jewellery and wears

the traditional wedding costume of Yemenite

Jews. Her elaborate headdress is decorated with

flowers and rue leaves, which are believed to

ward off evil. Gold threads are woven into the

fabric of her clothing. Songs are sung as a cen

tral part of a seven.day wedding celebration and

their lyrics tell of friendship and love in alternat

ing verses of Hebrew and Arabic. This necklace

provides an example of local tastes. Such neck

laces were usually a part of a woman’s dowry.

The tradition of creating Judaica has

continued in North America. Below are samples

of contemporary Judaica created in Canada and

the United States.

United States

The Temple Aron Museum houses modern

American Judaica such as the four level seder

plate (FIG. 39). The first three levels are reserved

FIG. 36
Megillat Esther, HaMelech scroll,
Parchment and carved linden wood
handle, Mid-nineteenth century

FIG. 37
Prayer books
1923

FIG. 38
Bridal necklace (silver)
Early twentieth century

FIG. 39
Seder plate (silver and glass)
Twentieth century
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for the three pieces of matzah, and the top level

holds six decorative dishes. Each one is

engraved with the name of one of the symbolic

foods of Passover. The four corners of the plate

are accented with silver towers. The design of

bricks that is engraved on the towers recalls the

bricklaying of the Hebrew slaves in Egypt.

The design for the Torah finials

(rlc.40) is derived from the phrase “Tree of

Life.” The term refers both to the Torah itself,

implying that the scripture is the basis of)ewish

life, and to the two staves that the finials are

meant to cover. These handles, which protrude

from the top of the Torah when it is covered by

its mantle, are known in Hebrew as atzei hayyim,

or “trees of life.”

This Torah shield (riG. 41) presents the

emblem of the Ten Commandments. The idea

for the Torah shield originated in sixteenth-cen

tury Europe with a practical purpose. The ark of

a synagogue often holds multiple Torahs, In

order to avoid confusion, it became customary

to hang an ornamental plaque around the scroll.

Since each scroll is rolled to a different section

for reading, a panel on the plaque indicated

when the Torah should be used. This Torah

shield was used to mark a Torah used on

Roth Chodesh. Literally meaning “head of the

month,” Roth Chodesh celebrates the start of

each new month.

Canada

The following Canadian Judaica are creations by

members of Temple Emanu-El-Beth Sholom.

The chalIah cover (FiG. 42) called “The

Tree of Life” is by Gabriela Mizrahi. Challah is a

traditional Ashkenazi braided bread eaten on

Shabbat and Jewish holidays, except for

Passover, when leavened bread is not eaten. This

blessing is recited before chaliah is eaten:

“Blessed are you, God, Ruler of the universe,

who brings forth bread from the earth.” The chal

Iah cover is made from an original silk painting,

which was then transferred in colour onto silk.

Gabriela created the cover for her bat mitzvah

and Tu B’Shvot, the new year of the trees, in

February, 2006.

The silk tallit (riG. 43) was painted by

Agneta Hollander and Gabriela Mizrahi’s mother,

FIG. 40

Torah finials (silver)
Twentieth century

FIG. 41

Torah shield (silver)
Twentieth century

FIG. 42

Challah cover

FIG. 43
Silk tailit



Barbara Morningstar. Barbara describes the sig

nificance of creating contemporary Judaica:

Creating ritual items for home and synagogue

allows me to share in our community life and

enrich and personalize our home rituals.” For

Barbara, this allows her to feel she is claiming

“access to Jewish practice. Being part of the

egalitarian expressions of Judaism. Standing

again at Sinai. Bringing items of offering for the

making of the Mishkan.” Barbara describes her

working process as follows: ‘Silk painting is a

wonderful way to experience being part of some

thing greater than oneself. The silk is not simply

painted. In some ways it participates in the

painting. The silk answers each gesture with

its own.”

Traditionally only for men, the tallit,

a prayer shawl, is worn during services. It has

special twined and knotted fringes known as

tzitzit attached to its four corners. In Reform

Judaism, the use of a tallit was declining during

much of the twentieth century, but in recent

years, it has returned to favour. Reform Jewish

women may wear the tallit. The significance of

the tzitzit (the knots at the corners) can be inter

preted in different ways, including that the

knots are numerically equal to 613, which,

according to traditional belief, is the number of

rnitzLlot (a list of commandments from God) in

the Torah. The blessing when putting on the to!

lit is: “Blessed are You, our God, Ruler of the

universe, Who has sanctified us with God’s

commandments, and commanded us regarding

the commandment of fringes.”

This is a ceremonial Miriam cup

(riG. 44) created by Barbara Morningstar. These

cups are created to celebrate women’s leader

ship, symbolizing the mythic healing water of

Miriam, the oTder sister of Moses, at the well.

Barbara explains, “Water being essential to life,

the creation of a cup to contain the water and

acknowledge the divine feminine as part of ritu

al experience can be very affirming. Having

made a few Miriam cups in ceramic, I now pre

fer to see the water through glass. It allows the

water more presence. Finding a way to identify

the cup as a Miriam cup becomes the challenge.

I sometimes simply use a large plain crystal

glass and invest it with the role of Miriam cup.

FIG. 44
Miriam cup, designed by
Barbara Morningstar and Lila Pascal

\
FIG. 45
Torah Tie Project
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For me, it says so much about the choice to acknowledge the feminine in the

divine.” Traditionally, the Miriam cup has been offered to Canadian Jewish

women who have been honoured at Temple Emanu-El-Beth Sholom, for their

contribution to our community. In March, 2006, a Miriam cup was given to

Vivianne M. Silver, who founded the Jewish Women’s History Week Committee

in September 1997, when she stepped down from Chairmanship.

Inspired by feminist circles in the United States, the Miriam cup is a

new ritual object that is placed on the seder table next to the Cup of Elijah, sym

bolizing the inclusion of both female and male participants in the seder ceremo

ny. The Miriam cup is filled with water, representing Miriam’s Well, which was the

source of water for Israelites in the desert. A blessing is said over the Miriam cup:

This is the Cup ofMiriam, the cup of living waters. Let us remember the Exodus

from Egypt. These are the living waters, God’s gift to Miriam, which gave new life

to Israel as we struggled with ourselves in the wilderness. Blessed are You God,

Who brings us from the narrows into the wilderness, sustains us with endless

possibilities, and enables us to reach a new place.”

The Temple Art Committee brings contemporary art to the Temple

community. The Torah Tie Project (riG. 45) shows the designs on which the Torah

binders are based. Launched by the Art Committee in the late 1990s, this is an

initiative that links a long tradition of women of the Jewish community creating

Jewish ceremonial objects out of cloth and needlework for the home and syna

gogue. The Torah is protected with elaborate care in the synagogue. The Torah

wimple, or binder, helps to tie the two sides of the Torah scroll together before

the cover goes over the scrolls. Some Torah binders include decoration and

prayers written within them. The Torah scroll is housed in the Torah ark, which is

usually placed at the front of the sanctuary. When it is time to read excerpts from

the Torah, it is removed from the ark by a congregant chosen for the honour. A

synagogue official called a gabbai then calls up several people to be honoured

with an aliyah, wherein the honoree reads the Torah for the congregation. The

blessing for the aliyah is:

Praise the Lord, to whom our praise is due!

Praise be the Lord, to whom our praise is due now and forever!

Blessed is the Lord our God, Ruler of the universe, who has chosen

us from all peoples by giving us the Torah. Blessed is the Lord,

Giver of the Torah.
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Rabbi Howard S. Joseph

BLESSINGS FOR LIFE AND DEATH

There is a crack in everything.

That’s how the light gets in.

— Leonard Cohen, Anthem”

Chapter six of Tractate Berakhot treats the question of the origin of blessings for

that which we enjoy as the gifts of the world. Among the passages is the follow

ing discussion:

Our Rabbis have taught: It is forbidden for a person to

- enjoy anything of this world without a benediction, and if

anyone enjoys anything of this world without a benedic

tion, they commit sacrilege. What is the remedy? They

should consult a wise man. What will the wise man do?

They have already committed the offence! — Said Raba:

What it means is that they should consult a wise man

beforehand, so that he should teach them blessings and

they should not commit sacrilege. Rab Judah said in the

name of Samuel: To enjoy anything of this world without a

benediction is like making personal use of things conse

crated to heaven, since it says, “The earth is the Lord’s and

the fullness there of” (Ps. 24: i). R. Levi contrasted two

texts. It is written, “The earth is the Lord’s and the fullness

thereof,” and it is also written, The heavens are the heav

ens ofthe Lord, but the earth hath He given to the children

of men!” (Ibid. H5:29) There is no contradiction: in the one

case it is before a blessing has been said in the other case

after. [B.T., Ber. 35 a]

Our discussion here focuses on those blessings called Birkhot Hanehenin, occa

sioned by receiving benefit or pleasure from God’s creation. I will not treat

Birkhot Hamitzvot, blessings recited before the performance of a Torah com

manded duty such as fixing a mezuzah scroll to our doorpost, putting on tefihlin,

eating matzah on Passover and the like. However there may be some implica

tions from my comments that could apply to this category as well.

The term ‘sacrilege’ is quite strong. The Hebrew me’iIah refers to the use

of consecrated Temple objects ofthe ancient Jerusalem Temple for one’s own pur

poses. It is considered as if one has stolen from God or God’s table. The sugges

tion here is that benefiting from the world is similar. It all belongs to God. Prior to

a blessing being recited, one is forbidden to enjoy. While God wishes us to enjoy

the benefits of creation there is a price to pay. He wishes our recognition and

soZ



gratitude for these gifts, and wishes us to use the occasion of our enjoyment to

enhance our spiritual connection to Him with a very personal ‘thank you.”

“Blessed are You” we say in each blessing. As Jews we say this so often we some

times forget how personal, intimate and direct this formula really is.

Rabbi Levi teaches us that the two verses of Psalms do not contradict

each other. The first — “The earth is the Lord’s and the fullness thereof” —

refers to the status prior to the blessing. The second — “The heavens are the

heavens ofthe Lord, but the earth hath He given to the children of men” — refers

to the situation after the blessing is made. The blessing effectuates a changed sit

uation. The item we are ready to eat has entered our space. It is legitimately ours.

We have received a permit to enjoy and benefit from it. We can now sustain our

lives with the gifts God has placed in our trust as custodians of His creation.

I have always been intrigued by Rabbi Levi’s statement. While the

above interpretation has become quite standard, Rabbi Levi never tells us pre

cisely which verse is prior and which verse is after the blessing. In other words:

is it possible to exchange the verses in question? Can we also say that “The heav

ens are the heavens of the Lord, but the earth hath He given to the children of

men” refers to the status before the blessing, and that the verse “The earth is the

Lord’s and the fullness thereof” refers to the changed status after the blessing?

What would this mean? What would be the sacrilege involved if indeed the earth

was given to us even prior to the recitation of a blessing?

I guess my answer to this would stem from a more mystical approach.

Hence, the Leonard Cohen lyric from the song Anthem”: “There is a crack in

everything, that’s how the light gets in.” Let me explain.

We human beings live in an ordinary world and we engage in ordinary

activities such as eating and drinking to enjoy and sustain ourselves. However,

religion challenges us to reach for the extraordinary, for holiness in life. One way

we do that is by taking the ordinary things of everyday life and lifting them up,

putting back their divinity by linking them to God. Or, we might say, giving them

back to God. We recognize that ordinary things are imperfect — they are cracked

and broken. It is our human task to restore them to their divine status. This is

what the blessing effectuates. We have taken something ordinary and cracked

and restored the light to it. The blessing places us in a special relationship with

the divine processes around us. An ordinary apple becomes the occasion for a

divine extraordinary experience. It would be sacrilege to miss this opportunity to

fulfill our divine mandate as human beings. We must become partners and par

ticipants in divinity. We must raise ordinary things to their extraordinary roots.

Blessings are part of this process. The blessings lift us up towards a recognition

that the earth and all its contents are God’s.
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Blessings are for life. They help to elevate our lives and reach for the

divinity in all things. They enrich and ennoble our lives. But in what sense are

they for death?

Certainly, we are familiar with the Jewish custom of blessing, eating and

drinking on the occasion of death and mourning. This occurs during the ShiLIah

mourning period, at the end of the thirty-day mourning period and at the annu

al year anniversary or Yahrzeit. While in many Ashkenazi Synagogues it seems to

be limited to a Iehayyim with some strong drink and a piece of cake over which

the appropriate blessings are recited, Sephardi tradition has retained a complex

of berakhot for these occasions: blessings are made over cakes, fruit, vegetables

and then some items that require she’hakol. In this way a range of blessings are

recited: mezonot [sustenance] for cake, ho’etz [fruit of the trees] for fruit,

ha’adarnah [fruit of the earth] for vegetables and the most general blessing

she’hokol [all things were created by God’s word] are said over a strong or light

drink among other items.

This could be understood as a consequence of the tradition that sees

the soul of the departed constantly trying to be elevated closer to God. The fur

ther away from inevitably imperfect human life in this world the closer or higher

one goes. We on earth help the soul in this process. We recite blessings to heal

the cracks and stains that each soul suffers in this imperfect existence. The spir

itual power of blessings helps to repair and elevate the soul. In Yiddish the

expression is: the nesharnoh — soul — should have an aliyoh. It should continu

ally rise on its Journey to eternity.

I would like to close with a poem I recently wrote. It is related to our

theme and to my remarks.

The Gifts

The gifts I receive each day

Of life and love from below and above

Are always welcome

Like the dove that brings hope

And the nightingale this song.

Each gift with its debt

Obliging gratitude and response —

Ability to move beyond.

Children of the future:

Receive your gifts and do your deeds

May your hope and song succeed

To move this world beyond.
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Norma Baumel Joseph

FOOD FOR THE BODY AND SOUL:
WOMEN’S BLESSINGS

Food is a highly stimulating topic in Jewish circles. Blessings less so. People

seem to enjoy talking about food almost as much as eating it. Judaism certainly

creates many opportunities for food experiences ofthe eating and speaking kind.

Prayers and blessings are equally significant in Judaism and relate prominently

to food, although people seem less enthusiastic about Jewish liturgy.

Remarkably, Judaism has a rich and complex position in relation to

food and its sacred potential. With dietary restrictions and rituals of feasting,

Jewish life is surrounded by food-ways. But few look at this phenomenon for its

sociological and theological richesse.

All humans must eat; that is a biological fact. The diversity of attempts

to satisfy that requirement expose the social construction of this aspect of our

lives. Food patterns communicate symbolic meanings and contain cultural

codes, which function to maintain ethnic and national identities. From commu

nal celebrations to personal preferences, our dietary habits reveal much about

who we are and how we choose to live.

The famous quote by Anthelme Brillat-Savarin — Tell me what you

eat, and I will tell you what you are,” which many translate as ‘you are what you

eat”— may not be accurate in a globalized gourmet world, but it does speak to

the profundity and complexity of food patterns in expressing and displaying who

we are and where we come from. In our religious history, food has always played

a pivotal role.

Just think of worship services at the ancient Jerusalem Temple. Food

was the basic element of worship in the form of sacrifice. It was central, not an

incidental or supportive element in ritual celebrations. Intriguingly, the ritual

expert of that ceremony was a priest. And ifwe understand the full meaning of

the statement according to the rabbis, that the altar is replaced by the table after

the destruction ofthe Temple, then our approach to food must be expanded. The

table today is not “merely” the location of physical nurturing or intake. It is much

more. Food becomes the central feature in the cultural lexicon of ethnic continu

ity, gender distinctiveness, and generational patterning. It plays a key role in deci

phering religion and communal standards. And “kitchen Judaism” should not be

disparaged.

Thus, eating is not merely what you do while you are celebrating or

worshipping. It is at the ritual core of our ceremonies, even of our religious and

national traditions. Over the centuries, )udaism has tried to emphasize this

centrality by adding a series of specific blessings to each food and dinner experi

ence, all of which is supposed to strengthen our relationship to Cod. Certainly it

reinforces our bonds to family, community and heritage.
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My focus in this essay, however, is not on food per se or on traditional

blessings. Rather, I wish to discuss women’s religious roles in food preparations

and presentations. I do not think it will come as a surprise to note that even

when discussing food as a ritual and ceremonial object, many scholars along

with the average person ignores the role of women. Numerous books on food

culture and rules in Judaism do not ever mention the typical food preparer—the

woman. Even women themselves often disregard or downplay their own critical

role as ritual experts. In my own research I have found that when I asked women

about religious rituals, most often they told me to go talk to the men. They never

saw their own significant role in the ritual lexicon oftheir family. But my own per

spective is to expose the ritual control and knowledge of women in all things,

especially in matters related to food.

If food is central to Jewish celebrations — just think of any holiday with

out food, even Yorn Kippur like Ramadan has the rituals of before and after feasting

— and if women are for the most part the food preparers, then we must acknowl

edge women’s ritual expertise, centrality and significance. What would happen ifon

Chanukah we served hamentaschen or on Passover we served challah?

Thus, embedded in our religious praxis is a highly developed spiritual

emphasis on food. And in that realm, women offer food both as physical nurtur

ing and as a spiritual blessing — something for the soul. Judaism teaches that

food is a blessing: something that we require and for which we should be thank

ful. Food is a medium for passing on divine blessings. Women who present these

items to us are acting as religious leaders or ritual experts: if the altar is replaced

by the kitchen table, as the Talmud implies, then, it could be argued, that women

who are cooks are our priests. Many women who spend their time and effort in

food preparation may not pray daily; they may not utter blessings or lead their

congregations in prayer, but they are giving blessings, rendering Jewish ceremo

nial life as blessed. With or without the traditional words of blessings, the food

offering is a gift, an actual blessing. In this sense the holy is embedded in the

daily and a woman’s role in the kitchen should be seen as religiously as well as

nutritionally critical.

Additionally, a woman’s role as cook necessitates a great deal ofknowl

edge. Again, in clergy fashion, she must know when to serve what. She has to

know her holy days and her recipes and the stories embedded therein. And when

she serves the right dish, the lessons of her tradition are consumed and

absorbed by the next generation. She teaches by feeding; she passes on the lore

of her heritage through the menu of her table. Three examples help illustrate

this theme.

Food as a Blessing: Chesed Food

Just as at times of celebrations, at times ofcrisis, food appears. A shhah (a house

of mourning), a convalescent home, someone’s illness — in all of these circum

stances, food is delivered to offer nourishment for the body and the soul. Solace

is offered through food as a way for people to feel loved, supported, alive. It is a

mechanism for people to feel useful. It is a blessing from one to another.

A few years ago, and again just recently, my family was the recipient of

such ‘comfort food.’ My daughter-in-law had cancer. Twice now and for many

months each time, I moved in with my son’s family. Automatically at five p.m.

dinner arrived each night. Quietly and consistently, this small gesture by numer
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ous women filled my world with Chesed and taught me a great deal about bless

ings. Our family could easily have felt the absence of goodness but these feeding

acts brought kindness and blessing right into our lives.

Chesed is not easily translated. Many define it as acts of kindness, or

loving kindness, mercy and benevolence. But it means much more. One of

God’s attributes is Chesed. Biblical Ruth was repeatedly complimented for her

acts of Chesed to the dead and the living. It refers to deeds that are clearly

above and beyond normal human decency or beneficence. )ustice is necessary,

but we humans could not survive without the linked notions of Chesed and

Rahavriim, mercy and compassion. This is one of Judaism’s primary convic

tions. Traditionally, we distinguish care of the dead as acts of Chesed she! ernet,

kindness of the truest sort. Anticipating no payback, we care for the deceased

with the purest and most selfless motivations. So we have a history and a tra

dition of accepting and even expecting that periodically members of our com

munity will step forward and display an inordinate sense of compassion and

human kindness.

Kindhearted souls who redeem us all. At one point I tried to stop the

flow of food but was told I could not: too many people had already lined up. This

was their Chesed. How could we be so selfish as to prevent that? Amazing!

Dinner! It was such a small thing; it was so substantive and far-reaching. Food.

A woman’s blessing surely!

Blessing over Food: Tekhine of Sabbath Loaves

In the late medieval and early modern period, women uttered private devotional

prayers known as tekhines in Yiddish. These were not traditional prayers and were

never included in the synagogue prayer service or official prayer books. Some of

the tekhines were written by women, some by men: most are anonymous. They

range from esoteric to common themes, often addressing the daily lives of

women; their concerns and troubles. In these poems and supplications we can

decipher a religious world of piety that women inhabited. One such blessing —

On putting the Sabbath loaf into the oven” — exposes an intimacy and famil

iarity with God that is inspiring if unsophisticated. It was uttered as the Sabbath

bread, the challah, was placed in the oven. This the woman says when she puts

the loaf into the oven:

Lord of all the world, in your hand is all blessing. I come

now to revere your holiness, and I pray you to bestow your

blessing on the baked goods. Send an angel to guard the

baking, so that all will be well baked, will rise nicely, and

will not burn, to honor your holy Sabbath (which you have

chosen so that Israel your children may rest thereon) and

over which one recites the holy blessing — as you blessed

the dough of Sarah and Rebecca our mothers. My Lord

God, listen to my voice; you are the God who hears the

voices of those who call to you with the whole heart. May

you be praised to eternity. (Umansky 55)



Here we see a woman’s private devotional prayer that is full of bless

ings. In it we learn of her own sense of blessing through the vehicle of the

Sabbath bread. We also see her close intimate relationship with God through the

baking of that bread. She needs no synagogue, no rabbi and no public atten

dance. She addresses God directly and openly. In fact, God is her partner in this

baking process. She is not ashamed of the mundane task she performs. She

stands proudly if humbly within the covenantal community. Perhaps absurdly,

she tells God to watch over the bread: she calls upon God to send angels down

to guard it. What else do they have to do erev shabbos ton the eve of the Sabbath]?

This is a team project. Furthermore, if the bread burns or does not rise properly,

she has suggested that it is God’s fault. She did her job! What a sense of part

nership! One can read this as arrogance or as a complete sense of collaboration.

Here is a humble woman working with God and community to bring God’s bless

ings to her family. She knows her place and her world and recalls the blessed

bread of the matriarchs, her ancestors. She is knowledgeable about her own her

itage and her place within it. She is sure that God hears her voice. She is confi

dent that God hears the voice of those who call Him with a whole heart.

Ironically, no matter what happens in the synagogue or community centre, in her

own home, in her own prayers, she surely is not a silenced woman. Here her

voice is heard and blessings count.

Food as a Healing Blessing: Mikiat Cookbook

Scholars now realize that cookbooks are important resources for community

studies and even for historians. They are chock full of cultural, social and histor

ical information. Notably, they are important resources for studying women’s

lives and their efforts at giving blessings. This last example is from a cookbook

that exhibits the healing potential of food in a most unusual place.

In Israel there are a number of women’s shelters. Miklat-Bat Melech

was founded in 1996 as a shelter for observant women and their children. Today,

they have more than one location and a series of different projects that are

geared to help the women both legally and socially. One such project was the

gathering of recipes used in the shelter by the women themselves. The resultant

cookbook was titled Miklat Shelter From Abuse: Presents From the Kitchens of Bat

Melech. These recipes were gathered at a cooking event in October, 2006. In this

unusual but brief cookbook the women themselves talk about the healing prop

erties of the food they cooked. In the process of reading this slim volume, it

becomes quite clear that the cooking and eating was also therapeutic.

The pamphlet states: “Women residing in Miklat’s shelters for battered

women in Israel share their trusted recipes and stories of triumph.” Each of the

seven recipes includes a picture of the woman who offered it and her children.

Sometimes there are pictures of the food; sometimes snapshots of the children

alone. But unlike any other cookbook, in these pictures the faces of the children

are blacked out. No one can know who they are or where they are hiding. Seeing

the pictures in this fashion one cannot forget that their story is truly one oftrau

ma, that this is a different kind of cookbook.

Now my kids and I can make a normal dinner-time mess, with

out being afraid that my husband will return home and get

angry.... Here, nobody gets angry when we dirty a few dishes (ii).
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We are provided with an abundance of warmth and love here at

Miklat, but it’s still so difficult for me to be away from my older

children. I go crazy with longing for them. ... I will make some

extra meatballs and send them back with her. That way, Ayelet

can feel the warmth of home even when I can’t be with her (7).

I like to cook and bake, especially when it brings happiness to

my girls and everyone here at Miklat (s).

For the women, the mothers, the giving and sharing of food becomes nourish

ment and a sign of their own road to recovery, to self-reliance and self-confi

dence. It is a hard road to travel. Some of the women are separated from older

children. Some stay in the shelter for months on end. Through food they find this

sense of self-blessing as they give the blessing of food.

Conclusion

In the past, female invisibility was guaranteed by the rationale of barefoot and

pregnant in the kitchen.” Women and what they did was not important — con

sequently, ignoring both the negative and potentially positive domestic role of

women. Hence, the modern desire to escape the kitchen literally and metaphor

ically. However, it is clear today that much of our knowledge ofjudaism is intrin

sically located in the kitchen and in the blessings of our female ancestors.

The above three examples further the study of Judaism through the

venue of women’s activity. They reveal aspects of Jewish culture, challenges to

tradition and to modernity, ritual patterns, and personal identity. Moreover,

women’s central role in performing, sustaining, reinventing and resuscitating

Judaism is highlighted, dissected and preserved. But most significantly, the three

case studies highlight the connections between food and blessings.

Holidays such as Passover and even our daily routine embrace food as

central, not as an incidental or supportive element. The same can be said about

women: they are neither incidental nor merely supportive factors in Jewish reli

gious life. Women give blessing through the gift of food. Without them and with

out the blessing of food we surely would not have survived.
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Rabbi Leigh Lerner

MORE REASON TO GIVE THANKS

The Reform Movement in Judaism has found “More Reason to Give Thanks”

and I have so titled this essay with several goals in mind. Over-arching them all

remains a simple fact: the purpose of prayer book reform has not been to cast

out prayer, but to enhance it and improve its position in the lives of contempo

rary Jews. We have always hoped that people would find more reason to bless

God after the reforms have been made.

What is meant by the term, “More Reason to Give Thanks”? Making

prayers reasonable and believable; making prayers speak to the heart by shorten

ing, beautifing, and developing their meaningfulness; and finding new cause to

offer a blessing.

Let us begin with the first category, making prayers reasonable and

believable. Dr. Jeremy Schonfield’s book, Undercurrents of]ewish Prayer, observes,

“Traditional Jews encounter the prayer-book, the Siddur, more often in their daily

lives than any other text []]hey tend to recite it mantrically, more for its sound

than its meaning. The neglect of meaning is so complete that no edition of the

prayer-book has yet appeared with a comprehensive range of commentaries.”

Comprehensive is a big word. Certainly there have been commentaries

to the prayer book in the past, whether via legal discussion in the Shulchan Aruch

code of Jewish law, by specific comments and books by rabbis, or in directions

given to the Shaliach Tsibbur as in Siddur Kol Ba. The recent advent of My People’s

Pta yerbook, edited by Rabbi Lawrence Hoffman of Hebrew Union College, pro

vides a major attempt to provide extensive commentary on the Siddur in a vast

and contemporary fashion, including not only a basic traditional commentary,

but also views from the liberal, feminist, mystical and Chasidic viewpoint, and

more. But Schonfield’s comment goes to the heart of a Reform approach to

prayer, that is, we don’t simply want to pray the words. In an age when prayer

seems more an uncommon than a common human practice, we have made our

selves a tall order, to have the prayers leap off the page into our hearts, saying

words that inspire, believable words that hold meaning in our own time. It may

be an impossible order, but we have tried.

We know that people don’t like change in prayer book texts. Rabbi

Judith Z. Abrams, one of the editors of our new prayer book Mishkon Tflah,

points out, “The siddur is probably the Jewish text with which Jews have the most

contact. And with whichever version of the siddur that contact may be, most wor

shipers hold that text to be sacred: THE tradition. If anything is changed in the

tradition, it is experienced as traumatic and radical until familiarity makes a new

text the tradition.”

In my lifetime, I have used Reform prayer books as diverse as the

Union Pro yerbook, the British Siddur, Service of the Heart, Gates of Prayer in sex
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1st and non-sexist permutations, Minhag Canada — our own

French/English/Hebrew effort, and experimental editions of Mishkan Tfilah.

Each has required time to grow accustomed to its language and form, and

each created its rupture with the past.

If I’ve had my adjustment problems to change, imagine the total dis

juncture two hundred years ago, as Reform Siddurirn began to be written. Aaron

Chorin, a Hungarian Reform rabbi, wrote in 1820, “For a long time now I have

noticed with regret the sad situation of my coreligionists. A portion of them have

surrendered to superstition, another to unbelief During the past year. . . a

greatly honored congregation in Germany informed me that about 300 of the

most highly respected heads of families had resolved to arrange their worship

service in such a manner that it would comply with a sense of dignity, with the

spirit of the age, and at the same time with principles ofJudaism

He went on, “I was asked to state whether the teaching of the

Talmud permits:

1. To cleanse our liturgy from later additions and to restore it to its

pristine simplicity.

2. To say one’s prayer in the understandable language of one’s country, so

that the heart of the worshiper may know what the lips speak.” Chorin

permitted this and more. The Hamburg Bet Din of 1819 responded, “It

is forbidden to change anything in the order of the prayer ritual, as it

has been handed down to us from days of yore. It is forbidden, in the

synagogue, to pray in any other language except the holy tongue, as it

has been the usage in all Israel.”

In 1819, Meyer Israel Bresselau wrote, citing Mishnah Sota VII, that “the

following prayers may be said in any language: and the list includes the Shema,

the main prayer (Tefilah), and grace after meals. Says the Gemara, Whence do

we know this concerning the Shema?’ Because the Torah says, Hear 0 Israel,’

which means ‘in any language which you can hear.”

Bresselau goes after Rabbi Jacob of Lissa, who said, The Torah teaches

the unity of God by saying, Hear, 0 Israel,’ and not ‘Think, 0 Israel.” So

Bresselau responds that the Rabbi of Lissa wants Jews to hear without under

standing. This is repugnant to him, and he declares the bans upon the reformers

to be null and void. Clearly, part of making prayer meaningful for people who do

not understand Hebrew is to say at least some of the prayers in the vernacular.

In a strange twist, Zacharias Erankel, founder of the Conservative

Movement, led that movement out of Reform over the issue of the vernacular in
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prayer. Oddly, he stated that some prayers could be said in the vernacular, but

when the rabbinical synod he attended endorsed doing so, he led a revolt and

walked out.

The chairman of the first rabbinical conference in Brunswick, 1844,

made a statement in support ofa motion to establish a commission for the cre

ation ofa new prayer book. As part ofthe setting ofthe groundwork for that task,

he asked ifit was “necessary to mention the teaching ofthe Messiah and all that

is connected with it.” This set in motion changes to the prayers themselves, alter

ing the wording to conform to the beliefs ofthe one uttering the prayer, or at least

the zeitgeist, the spirit of the times. Clearly this has its pitfalls, since prayers sud

denly became fair game for major change.

Some modern teachers, like the late Dr. Jacob Petuchowski, urged little

or no change in prayer content from tradition. He thought we could use the

basic prayer as a sounding board against which we could bounce our own beliefs

to define our singular position within Judaism.

Perhaps the greatest leader of early Reform was Abraham Geiger.

Geiger urged changing the Torah blessing from You have chosen us from

among all the peoples” to You have chosen us for Your holy law.” Though the

suggested change has not generally been used, this sets in motion the possibil

ity of further changes, as well. For example, in the prayer Gevurot of the Amida,

the phrase Mechayei meitim — revives the dead — has generally been changed.

In i 991, a Los Angeles Times poll indicated that only thirty percent ofJews believe

in an afterlife. In i866, Isaac Mayer Wise, the great American Reform leader,

wrote in his prayer book of the God, “who killeth and reviveth.” Gates of Prayer

and Service of the Heart speak of Mechayei Hakol, gives life to all. Other prayers

indicated the immortality of the soul, not the resurrection of the body, though

Mechayei meitim occurs in our Yorn HaAtsma’ut service. All of these changes and

others enable the devotee to speak the words in ways that are believable, and

thus have more reason to make this blessing of the Amida.

The second way we have more reason for blessing is by making prayers

speak to the heart through a process of shortening, beautif’ing them, and seek

ing meaningfulness.

The initial reformers kept the basic prayers like Pesukei deZirrira, the

Sherna and Shemotie Esrei, but eliminated such additions as vast numbers of

piyyutirn, kroLietz, and more. They properly noted that the Shuichan Aruch in its

Sephardic original does not require these prayers. It was Isserles in his Mapa

comments that indicated their obligatory nature upon Ashkenazim. So the

Reformers chose the Sephardic way in this matter to eliminate lengthy additions.

The chairman of the Brunswick rabbinical conference also asked in

1844, “whether those parts of the Musaf additional service on Shabbat, which

refer solely to the former sacrificial cult ofthe Temple, must be kept in the prayer

book, and whether the repetition of the Arnida is necessary.” Ultimately, and in

most cases in the Reform Movement, the duplications were removed, as well as

the Musaf sometimes leaving only a hint at the Musaf as is found today in the

liberal prayer book in France, or not at all, although the liberal prayer book of

Frankfurt am Main ofi9io omitted the regular Arnida in services where the Musaf

appeared. Shortening the service made it easier to attend the entire service seri

ously, rather than arriving late, leaving early or breaking for a shmooze or wash

room visit and missing some blessings in the process.
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Beautifying the prayers also occurred. Partly this was done by using ver

nacular and seeking the most elegant or meaningful restatement of the Hebrew

prayer in English, German, French, or whatever language of the land. Rabbis

hoped that prayers of beauty and of meaning would capture the souls and the

minds of the congregants and bring them to worship in the synagogue, giving

Jews more reason to give blessings. Ismar Elbogen, a German born rabbi and

scholar, later argued, Despite the simplification of the service, there has been

no corresponding familiarity with it.” He does not offer a solution, only a call to

make the service of worship the centre of our religious life.

The third reason to give blessing is finding a new cause. Perhaps

the quickest example of finding a new cause to make blessing is in the Aot

prayer of the Amida, which mentions Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. The move

to mentioning Sarah, Rebecca, Rachel, and Leah spread quickly with the rise of

feminism, and the Reform movement received some fascinating questions.

One questioner wrote:

i. Should the names ofthe three Patriarchs be stated first followed by the

Matriarchs, or should the wives be paired with their husbands

(Avraham, Sarah), etc? In my opinion the goal of reducing gender bias

is best achieved with the latter approach and therefore is preferable.

2. Of the four women who bore the sons of Jacob, we mention Leah and

Rachel in the Ai’ot. Should Bilhah and Zilpah, handmaids, be included

as Matriarchs? By leaving these women out, the Reform movement

gives tacit approval to the idea that woman is property. Indeed after

Rachel and Leah die, Israel refers to Bilhah and Zilpah as his wives. In

my opinion, it is essential to the concept of equality to add these two

unsung mothers in the Matriarch listing.

The Central Conference of American Rabbis answered:

1. The Talmud goes so far as to declare that one who alters the form

(matbe’a) of a benediction (berakhah) that the Sages ordained has not

fulfilled his obligation.’[9] Yet even this rule does not forbid us from

making appropriate adjustments in the text of the liturgy: a berakhah

may depart from its accepted wording provided that the content and

theme of the new text correspond to those of the traditional form

(inyan haberakhah).[io] Our version of the tefiiah’s first benediction

does retain its traditional content and theme: that our God is also the

God of our ancestors, the Biblical progenitors of the Jewish people.

Our text surely does not please those Jews who are temperamentally

opposed to all liturgical innovation.[iiJ Nonetheless, it is in accord with

the history of Jewish prayer and with the demands of liturgical

halakhah.

2. The Order of the Names. Is it better to recite the names of the lmahot

along with the names of their husbands or to recite them separately, as

is our custom? Our shoe! [questioner] may be right when he says that

his version — ‘the God of Abraham and Sarah, - . .‘ and so on — is the

more egalitarian one.[12J Yet it can be argued that his text would have

the opposite effect, presenting the Matriarchs primarily as wives rather

than as individuals, each with her own personal relationship with God.



Indeed, our ‘female’ parallel to that formulation — ‘the God of Sarah,

the God of Rebecca, the God of Leah, and the God of Rachel’[13]

expresses the idea that the Matriarchs are equivalent to the Patriarchs

as a group as well as individually. Moreover, the current formulation —

‘the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob’— is

taken verbatim from the Torah’s narrative of God’s revelation to Moses

at the burning bush (Exodus 3:15 and 4:5). The tefilah is replete with

Biblical quotations, and preserving these expressions in our prayer can

be said to reinforce th link between our present-day community and

our origins as a covenant people. In short, each of these two wordings

has its advantages, and we see no compelling reason to demand that

one version be given preeminence over the other.

In addition, the Conference committee rejected the idea of mentioning the hand-

maids as Matriarchs.

In the Reform home prayer book, On the Doorposts of Your House, we

find a blessing upon breast feeding an infant: “Boruch ... ho’me-of-sher Ii I’hei-nik

et pen t’itnii,” or, “Blessed is the Eternal God who makes me able to nurse the fruit

of my womb,” and there are other blessings including one for having had confir

mation of a pregnancy. (106).

Reform began in part because of early feminist concerns. To allow the

influence of this key movement for equality to shed light on the formation of our

prayers makes perfect sense. It provides us with new causes to say blessing.

Similarly, by making Yam Ho’Atsrna’ut a religious festival day, more cause for

blessing is given, growing from our Zionist commitments.

As we celebrate the 125th anniversary of Temple Emanu-El-Beth

Sholom, let us acknowledge that our purpose has not been to reduce the reasons

for blessings in Jewish life, but to renew, revivify, and create reasons for the great

Jewish effort to thank and bless the Eternal for life itself and all that fills it. We

have sought to make blessings reasonable and believable, to make prayers speak

to the heart by beautifying them and causing them to have meaning in our time,

and we have sought to find new cause to say blessings, adding to this vital realm

of prayer, blessings.
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Norman Ravvin

K4DDISH IN LITERATURE

The Kaddish prayer appears in surprising ways in contemporary literature. One

wonders, running across these appearances, why imaginative artists who, in

the bulk of their work, are irreligious, or who approach issues of faith and

prayer obliquely, feel drawn to the Kaddish. Before considering these specific

cases, it’s worthwhile to remind ourselves about key aspects of the Kaddish

prayer. It is, arguably, one of the most widely known Jewish prayers. Though it

is part of the daily liturgy, it also has a number of specific, highlighted roles in

the prayers associated with mourning, so it is said at funerals and as part of

the Yizkor service where typically non-observant Jews (and even non-Jews) are

present. Kaddish is a sanctification — a magnification, to hew more closely to

the original text — of God’s name, and in this, it is a prayer for the dead that

does not mention the deceased. Instead it turns one’s imagination away from

that person and the specifics of bereavement. It is in Aramaic, signalling its

great age, while in Yiddish, the word Kaddish has its own special meaning: the

first born male is his father’s kaddish, the one whose responsibility it is to

mourn his father’s death. The prayer is short and its language repetitive as well

as recitative — it demands a call and response between the prayer leader and

the congregation or rninyarl. In its overt themes it includes an invocation of

God’s name; the urge to praise, honour and exalt the divine; as well as the call

for peace upon Israel. For the observant, the saying of Kaddish after the death

of a parent is a demanding eleven-months-long responsibility. For the non-

observant, it retains a certain power, in that even if one has no intention of

undertaking such a responsibility, the act of being called to say Kaddish before

a congregation or the grave itself is impressive. It singles one out as the

bereaved and it demands that the mourner enter the ritual life of the commu

nity in ways that he might not otherwise do. Even so, the prayer’s focus on the

basis of faith — the glory of the divine — presents a challenge to the non-

observant. There is then, a phenomenology of ritual experience associated with

saying Kaddish, a specific way of behaving and speaking that is linked to a bod

ily experience: a way to stand in relation to a congregation or a grave; one’s

voice must be heard, at times as a lone voice while juxtaposed with the raised

voices of the congregation. These are all, for the non-observant, remarkable

actions, remarkable claims on the body, and they explain, at least in part, the

appearance of Kaddish in contemporary literary texts.

The list of works that might serve as case studies in this discussion is

long, but I will focus on a variety of postwar works, chosen in part for their influ

ence in their own literary traditions, but also for the sharpness of juxtaposition

between the presentation of Kaddish alongside the rest of each work’s contents.

Two Canadian novels from the 1950S present an intriguing comparison. These are
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A.M. Klein’s The Second Scroll (1951), and Mordecai Richler’s Son of a Smaller

Hero (1955). Both writers integrate Kaddish into their work straightforwardly,

without suggesting that the prayer should be updated or revised. It exists,

especially in Klein, as a central, familiar part of the normative tradition. But

one might argue that the prayer’s presence in these novels of the immediate

postwar era suggests that the authors imagine their readership as Jewish,

since there is no explanatory context for the uninitiated.

Klein’s use of Kaddish is associated with the death, toward the end of

his book, ofthe narrator’s Uncle Melech. The penultimate paragraph ofthe novel

resists quoting the Kaddish — an approach I’ve also followed here — but

describes the way that “Uncle Melech’s passing was being made into a dedica

tion service” at which the narrator is the

only one within the degree of mourning. As at the center of a

whirlwind, amidst great silence, I intoned the kaddish for my uncle

who had had no son, uttering with pride this wonderful mourner’s

Magnificat which does not mention death . . . (120-21).

The Second Scroll is rare among modern novels in its willingness to include litur

gical and Talmudic allusions. Klein makes use of the Kaddish in order to offer a

prayerful response to catastrophe, soothing bereavement while depicting the

mourner in the context of a community, which for Klein evokes a tribal cycle of

death and rebirth, what he calls “the beacons announcing new moons, festivals,

and set times” (121).

The role of Kaddish in Mordecai Richler’s young man’s novel, Son of a

Smaller Hero, is somewhat more idiosyncratic. Son of a Smaller Hero is a book of

youthful abandonment, a presentation of young Noah Adler’s efforts to break out

from under the supervision and influence of his traditional family in favour of the

life of the mind. These are the themes that four years later, in The Apprenticeship

of Duddy Kraitz, would guarantee Richler fame and disfavour among some

Montreal Jewish circles. The funeral of Noah’s father, towards the end of the

novel, turns on a characteristic Richlerian joke: though Wolf Adler is believed to

have died trying to save a Torah scroll, his true motivations were a good deal more

trivial. Still, Wolf’s funeral is a substantial set piece of twelve pages, a fully dram

atized and to some extent satiric portrayal ofJewish burial customs. Richler begins

this section with uncharacteristically lyrical prose, along with elements of strange

ly awkward diction, as if to set these paragraphs off from the rest of the book:

That was a bright morning — the morning of Wolf Adler’s funeral.

The shrill blue sky was without clouds or depth. Those birds that

had anticipated the oncoming winter filled and fluttered in the

blue blackly; lots of twittering, swooping arrows, bound south.

Trees postured limply, their leaves yellowing, on both sides of the

street. (143)

The funeral procession is followed as it moves through the Montreal streets to

the burial ground. The narrative is interspersed by liturgy and excerpts from

Psalms while the novel’s full tableau of characters are woven together in a kind

of tribal dance. Wolf Adler, we’re told, will be “buried in cheap pinewood
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according to the orthodox laws” (147). At the graveside, Noah is provoked by

an uncle before he can fulfill his role:

ltzik poked Noah. “Kaddish,” he said. So Noah began falteringly,

“May His great name be magnified and sanctified in the world

that is to be created anew, where He will quicken the dead

and raise them up unto life eternal 0 may the Holy One,

blessed be He, reign in His sovereignty and glory during your life

and your days and during the life of all the house of Israel . . . and

say ye, Amen.”

The others replied: Let His great name be blessed for ever

and to all eternity.”

“Blessed,” Noah said, ‘praised and glorified ... yea, beyond

all blessings and hymns, praises and consolations, which are

uttered in the world; and say ye, Amen.”

A grave-digger dug his shovel impatiently into the heap of rich

brown earth. Noah watched. “He — He who maketh ... He who

maketh peace in — in high places, may He make peace for us and

for all Israel; and say ye, Amen.” (156)

This scene, surprising in its detail and its willingness to quote at

length from the Kaddish prayer, introduces what will become key themes in

Richler’s work: the value of tradition and the relationship of the individual to the

community. Noah, however haltingly, says the prayer. Here we find Richler

offering the kind of recognition of communal involvement and traditional values

that he will shy away from in his later work.

For a more provocative use of Kaddish we must turn to the work of

American poet Allen Ginsberg. Ginsberg’s poem, “Kaddish,’ was a response to

his mother’s death in June, 1956, when the poet was thirty. It developed out of

intermittent efforts on his part to respond to the death in formal poetic terms,

but Ginsberg, an inveterate journal-writer, worked much of this out in private.

“Death of Naomi,” he writes immediately after the event,

Tenderness & a tomb — the world is a tomb of tenderness.

Life is a short flicker of love.

Went out into the grass knelt down & cried a little — to

heaven for her. Otherwise nothing. Uournals 260)

The outcome of such efforts proved to be a major poem in Ginsberg’s oeuvre,

the signature poem to follow his breakthrough Howl.” Like Howl”

Kaddish” is built of long Whitmanian lines. It shares the language and incan

tatory mood of the elegy, and it employs a direct address to the deceased,

along with an individualistic voice. The poem describes Naomi Ginsberg’s

life, in many ways a troubled one, and asserts the poet’s need to express him

self: “Now I’ve got to cut through — to talk to you / as I didn’t when you had

a mouth” (219). Though the first lines of”Kaddish” are not as well known as

the opening of Howl,” they are certainly among the central lines of postwar

American poetry:
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Strange now to think of you, gone without corsets & eyes, while

I walk on the sunny pavement of Greenwich Village.

downtown Manhattan, clear winter noon, and I’ve been up

all night, talking, talking, reading the Kaddish aloud,

listening to Ray Charles blues shout blind on the

phonograph (Ginsberg, Collected Poems 217)

Ginsberg acknowledges the influence of the Kaddish prayer, but he sets its

influence alongside Ray Charles and ‘The Buddhist Book of Answers.” His

poem, he tells us, will echo traditional prayer, but it will also focus on the person

al and the particular above abstract notions of the divine. We find in Ginsberg a

willingness to experiment, to maintain aspects or motifs of the Kaddish but also

the urge to rethink what a prayer for the dead should sound like. He reorders pri

orities on this front, focusing intensely on the deceased, on the mourner himself,

on historical context, while still acknowledging the Jewish normative context.

Whereas Ginsberg’s personal and poetic genius leads him to a revision

of the Kaddish, the context of Holocaust literature has provided another point of

departure, from which authors revise their sense of the prayer’s meaning and

usefulness. One of the most striking cases of this appears in André Schwarz

Bart’s The Last of the]ust, which appeared in English translation two years after

its French original was published to accolades in 1959. Schwarz-Bart’s book is an

early European Holocaust novel by a non-survivor. It tells an expansive story of

Jewish history, reaching back as far as the year iooo to portray Jewish catastro

phe. It ends in a fashion that no Holocaust writer would undertake today: inside

the gas chamber at a death camp, with a description of the arrangement of bod

ies once they have been gassed. From here, the novel concludes, in its penulti

mate paragraph, with a post-Holocaust magnification of the names central to a

new world order:

And praised. Auschwitz. Be. Maidanek. The Lord.

Treblinka. And praised. Buchenwald. Be. Mauthausen.

The Lord. Belzec. And praised. Sobibor. Be. Chelmrio.

The Lord. Ponary. And praised. Theresienstadt. Be.

Warsaw. The Lord. Vilna. And praised. Skarzysko. Be.

Bergen-Belsen. The Lord. Janow. And praised. Dora. Be.

Neuengamme. The Lord. Pustkow. And praised - . .
-

Here we find a fractured and denatured version of Kaddish, with the familiar rep

etition, the imperative to praise the name of the divine interfered with by the dis

astrous litany of Nazi killing sites. But the final sentences ofthe novel, not unlike

those of Klein’s The Second Scroll, provide a degree of comfort and reorientation.

“Yesterday,” the narrator tells us, “I stood in the street trembling in despair, root

ed to the spot, a drop of pity fell from above upon my face. But there was no

breeze in the air, no cloud in the sky - . . - There was only a presence” (374).

It is as if Schwarz-Bart desired an escape from the dark irony of the previous

paragraph, and decided to offer a view of even the deepest bereavement that

included some element of hope.

Lastly, it’s worth considering a pair of writers — I.B. Singer and Philip

Roth — who are notable for their avoidance of Kaddish. In this, they signal a
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different trend in contemporary writing, which is harder to interpret than that

presented in works by Klein, Richler, Ginsberg and Schwarz-Bart. I have always

beenintrigued by the resistance among certain Yiddish literary circles to l.B.

Singer’s elevation to the level of Nobel Laureate. He was not, say the detractors,

the figure best suited to reflect the values of Yiddish cuTture. Singer’s fiction

often portrays cemetery scenes and narrates the predicaments of the living in

relation to the dead, yet his stories — whether they are set in Warsaw or on the

Lower East Side of New York City — are inhabited by dybbuks and demons, by

aspects of Jewish lore that could be seen as a counter-tradition to such norma

tive liturgical material as the Kaddish prayer. This tendency in Singer’s fiction may

in part explain his toxic effect on certain Yiddish writers and readers.

Philip Roth’s recent fiction death-obsessed and in a number of

cases set in graveyards — also excludes Kaddish. Roth’s 2006 novel Eeryman

begins in a New Jersey burial ground, but the eulogy offered in this context is

careful to tell American Jewish history, placing the deceased within that frame

work rather than inclining toward prayer. In the novel’s final scene we again find

ourselves in a graveyard, but this time we listen as a gravedigger describes the

demands of his labour to the novel’s main character. The outcome ofthis scene

is an affirmation of the completeness — the finishedness — of death. ELeryrnan

extinguishes itself as its main character’s death is described in the barest exis

tential terms: “He was no more, freed from being, entering into nowhere without

even knowing it” (182). This kind of existential thunderclap — death as a dark

hole into which one disappears — forecloses the meaningfulness ofa prayer like

Kaddish. Roth’s approach is even further from the normative Jewish approach to

death than Singer’s.

It is difficult to say which of the approaches under examination here is

most representative of the contemporary Jewish literary response to death and

the search for appropriate words to describe an encounter with what Roth calls

being “freed from being.” But Kaddish, whether it is present or absent, haunts

contemporary Jewish literature.
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